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The main purpose of ~his study was to determitle the 
t 
vari .Hiele levels ~nd pioof ~riting a~hiev.ment o~ ~r~d~ · l~ 
. - ; ... . 
stude~ts · fn ~founciland. Another . asp~~t of the study' wa~ -
to determine the relationship between s 'tudents 1 van Hiele 
.. " 
levels and their proof-writing achiev~~eht. Other copcerns 
of . this study includ~ed trying to dete~ine any sex-relabed 
; ..... ~ • I • I 
I 




achievement.. r '· ~ 
l 
The sampl~ consisted of 201 s t udents on the Av~~ron , ·-. 
... 
Penipsula ,in the province of New.foundl1and. Each student was 
t' 
· administered two tests. One. tes't attempted· to determine the 
s{udents 1 van Hiele level; the other test was given to 
. \--~·-·~·~~~-t~rmine the :tudents 1 proof-w~it~ng a .chievement. The tests 
were administered 'Over a two-week period 'in latter part · of 
May, 1983 • ... - -- - ---
The, ~iverage •an Hiele leve·l was "'found to b~"' 2.-'2g and ( . \ . 
.to o, ' , . 
1.45 using the 3 of 5 and 4 of· 5 criteria respec~tVel¥ for 
.. 
the classical van Hille theory. The av~rage van Hiele levels 
' ' 
for the modified van iele theory were found to be 2_. 22 and 
1.45 using the 3 of 5 and 4 of 5 criteria respectively. 
A s i gnificant relationship was found be~ween the 
students' assigned van Hiele levels and their proof-writing· 
.achievement. No sex-related differences w~re found between 
··students 1 van Hiele 'levels and their proof-writing achievement • . 
i i 
•' 
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CHAPTER I · 
, 
.~ 
THE PROBLEM .. 
.. 
Introduction and Statement Qf the Problem 
.Deductive· proofs ' are ·~ .'at pr~sent,' formalii i'n.tro.duced 
'in. Newfoundland. ·scho~ls in the gr~!i~ . ~in~ ·.' adva~~ed' mat he-
• ' o ' ' I 
matics progr~· which uses . the tex~ : Geornt~r¥ (Moise ·, Downs, · ·. 
. . 
19 (f2) • . Most · high.-school students . do · ·not : study proofs in 
. . . . . . j ., ~ 
geom~try .. until do.ing 'ac~de~ic' . mathematics at ~~vel · I (grade 
10') in t~e text Math 'l:s Geometry .- Grade . 10 (Ebos, F.; . Tuc.k, 
I 
' 
B.; Hatcher, G.; · oros~, · D., _ l98f> ·· s~nk ; (19 '82) stated "An 
understanding<~ of· the concep.t of .P.ro;,f and . th.e facility to 
.,1 
write proofs are fundamental to success in ;the study of 
' , 
higher mathematics" (p. _1). ·she a'lso said t~at it is 
be.l,ieve.d writi~g geometr'y ·w:-oo.fs is an are~ in whic~ students 
' .. . . ... . . 
I 
experience lit~le ~success. Hoffer· (198;1.) ·and Freudenthal 
,(1973) in~ic,~ted < that high sch~~l geome-:7~ includes . . m~ch m~J.-- . 
than prqof and that too much ~mphasis is being placed on · · 
doing formal ' proofs. 
. . . . . . .. 
This study c~ncerns the ques~~9n Qf 
student readiness to reason. deductively .an'ci t~ write 
. . 
geometric. proofs and · it will also explore the que.s1:ion as t6 . 
whether or not · . ~ormal proofs are introduced too early for · 
( :. 
'· 
students·to understand them. 
.. 
The van Hiele theory, which. WaB developed by two Dutch 
mathematicians in the late 1950's, has be.en use·d to try to 
.·r., • . . . . , . 
explain why students !'a~e . diff i.~.u~ ty ~ with hrh schoo\geometry, 
. . . . . 
I , _ . ..........__...,..... . ....,.. ________ _ 
• 1 •• 
\ 
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>· / ? . • p~:rt.'icularly proof. The vim Hiele ~~eory c'ont:ins tf1:re_e m~i·rf · 
. . . ' . . • i ... • . . . ~ . 
components_; ( 1) h ve sequen t~al · t~ought levels~ · (i~) proper~ies 
. of the~'\e~els; (~ii)· ~h~se~ ,of ·l~ar~in~ ~ . usis~.i-~ (i982} ~ 




stated: . -~~ - _. . 
'The va~ Hiele theo~y has been ~ied. -to. . . 
e':'p~air_i why many studez:tt~ ~ave difficu~ty ·· · • . -"]· . ' 
w~th h~gher · order cogn~t~ve processe~, ., · 
part~cularly pr~of, required for success · . · 
in high• school geometry; lt has been .. · ~ . 
th9'Jrized that 'students who have· trouble .· ·-:· .- · . ·. ,,._ 
are beihg taught at ~)higher van Hiele •; ·. ·· · ·. ·. 
!eve"! than they are at or ready for. · The ·. ~ .~. · ' · 
theory also' offers a remedy: ' ·go through . 
·' 
·the sequence of levels in a specific way. . · · ·· . , 
· .(P~ 1) . . . . .·· . • ' .. • . 
' .· .. 
. In· this E{tudy -the van ~iele ·levels' 'iinc1 tht· proof..; · · 
• ' ' I • 
·. 
t · ., 
~-
/ 
I • . I-
writing . achie,;~~erit o·f It~v~l I (grade. lO) . students · in ' 
• / • • j 
. (. . . . . ·' . . 
Newf.oul).dlan.d ar.~/lrwestigat,ed • . (Level ·! ·st.~dents re~erred· 
. ·. : ,( . . . . 
to) in . this study are equivalent to graqe_ 10 s_1;:.uden:ts,- . This.' _ 
' : . .. .// 
I ' • 
is' due to the, renaming 'of grades 10, ll and i2 .. to ·Levels . I, 
. . . . . . 
. .. - . . ... . . . ' . ~ 
~I1 and III in the revised high ·s.ch?ol .. system in - ~ewfo~dland. · . 
. ' ' . . - ~ . . .. : 
To· avoid .any ·confusion · with t ·he van H.iei'e le:veis, - her~l.n 
• '1 ' • - • • 
' • .. 
Level i' students will be · referred to ·as gr~de_ 10 · stude~t.s.-) ·· .. ,: 
• • . ... I ','' · .. • . 
,.. Purpose of study 
. . 
' 
. . . 
.. Thi's .. . study . was c~~ried out to · det'ermine·. thellltvarr · Hieie 
.. .:· . ' . ~ . 
level of gr~de ·lO ·. ge.ometry' 'stuaepts. and · .~o . ·1-nve:~;J,p.ate i.t·~ 
. r~latio~ship t~ the proo£-wri ·· ·q· ·. c_~·~v.!\t' qf. th~·s~ ~t~dent's·. 
. ~ . . . •. . • • . . 1 . . . 
. . ·· rn· ~rd5 .. ~o ?o· _this, ·.~he. fo~~ow~ng : . -~sfiohs ·wer~~ :C~nsidere~- ~ 
. 1) · wha:t_ 'are ·the. ~an Hiele 1eve~.s o·£ geom~~r~ ·st~d~~ts · · · 
' . 
at tb~ end of . g~~de. lO? · . •: ' ... '• ':_. .. . . -. 
· .. 
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. · -~ ' I.. . . • .. : :.· ' • ... '~· ..... . ... ... 
. ., , 
. · 
. ' .. 
'. ' ." 
. . L :. ·· - ~ ·-·--· .. · .. . ·~ / ·. 
. I . • . . . . . . ·:· • . .-·· . .• 
. • ·. . .... . ' . ·' ' ·· . , . ·. "·. '•. 
, . . I .· .. • .- ·-.•ct., .. : . ., , a 
. . · ~ . . ' ~- ' . .. . 
. . \ . 
., 
; . . 
. 
' . I · ' · . ·. '· ·. ·, .: ~.,; .~· · · . .· J. 3' .· ),.',· •·- $ 
I , , •, o ' : ' .. , , ~ . , o • • ', •• • . .. '• f 1, ,, ' t ' 
• . , .. . fl ' •· • .. ' . ) . • 0 
. . ... ·. . ' . ; . . . . . ' ·• ·. '·.· . ' 
. . : ' ' ' • ·. • ' ' . . ~ J. tlfiJ 
' , ' ' • ~' I • ', , ~ . ·.I .\ • ., Jt • ' ' • 1 · / >. 0 0 • ' ' ' , ' 0 0 '.-,.· 
2)'.: .what . ~re the px;oof-~ri:ing . ach.ieveme~~~ . o_f . s.tude~its . .. 1 · 
j t '· 
• • t ' I ' . ..,_ . . • • . , . . ' . .. , . •, • • . • ~ 
. at . the' en9, of grade .10? ' ·,., · , '· ·"· .• :: . . · .: ' · · · · ·. . ·· ... ; ~· ~ · '· - . . j. 
I 
.· , • ' • • . i . . : •. .. .. '· • 1 
J) :.what is the·.r~~a'i!~<?nship . bet~eEm . the. ya~ uiel~ ·leveL·. · .. · r: 
. . ·. . . . . ' : . . . . .. . . . . . : . . ·. . .~ . ·~.' ·~ .... ;. ·~ ·.~ .. : : 
·:r · of ·th.inking an~ p~oo·f-wr.i:tin9 ·. a.c_hi~veme~~?: · .··: . ~ - · . ·. .· · .; . l · 
. ·· .• · .. : · .~ -~ 4. >:· . ':ffr~ ~~~r~./ex~reJ:ated !liff.~r~~·ces · :iri_. v~~ · .~i~i~ .'~~.is .. ·.r .  ···.;·  :.: .. : .. < .J.· 
· · · · ~r itl. pr;of~wr'i.~ill9. ~:sh{eyem~nt? . : _ . .,_;;. . · · : · . :;:.· .. . : ::_>. · ·~ .. : ·:. i\.:·. 
..,, -»,· ·... .. . . ' . .... . . .. ·._.,~ -. : 4 _ ~ :~ .. ;) 
· , •. I • li"_,-
• .. . . . : ~- . ,. . /. . . <: . . ·.· .·.·:>"· t'.~:; .. . • · .. ' 
~ · · ·' . . ·MaJ,or · Hypotheses .. · . · · · .· · . : · · · , .. ~: - ·~ ·~· · · .. · !".· . . . ·.-: · . . 
. . :,. . . . . . . '. ·. . . . . . . .• . . ;t,- -'("' .. .. , ~. ,. 
• :: _ , 1)· . There_ is· ·~~ ·si~n:Lfica~~ . . ~eiai~o~~hip: b~t~e&ri ·.th~: .·~t~~~~:! ~ ·::~_.'/ :·: ·Jl·: .. 
. 
;· 
. . . 
; . 
' · .. 
· ' 
.. • ·.·. ·': ' · :. ··; .. . ~ · . ..,.., . ~. < .. : . . / .; · . . · ... ::± ... . ·. ··. .·. _:· .. .. ·.· r .. · ... ·· .. :·.·· ... : ~..;; .. · ?y . .. .. :fm··-~iel~ · leyels' . and. ::t _heir pr~of~~~it: · ~i a~hiev~mentt :: · · ·: .·· ·\ f.. ~~,·· 
•· · · · 2) ''The7e 'i~ . · ~o .. ·~igrd.~idm~· qlff~·~·enc . _etwe~n. the .·~~-~e).~ · . . ... :: ... . ;;:. .l:. 
· :, ·'~ • ' ' ~ .• I • • f:> • ' ' • • • ' • ' ' • ' • 'i • ' ~ 
· ... ,f.J' : ~ . . '. !~ .· . '· ~· ... l:.vel: : C> _~ .~ai~ an~ .f.le· grade . 10. ·st~deflts. : ;·;. . . ~ .... ~ ·. l.-; 
, . · ~ : i( · : ·. , :3) .· ~1>7re ·.iS n~ ' s,igni fiCant . ~iffi>ren~e)~i!ween pr_opf.:.wri tin'g • : t . ) 
. , ' 
. ·. · . 
.". : 
: ·~. ,I 
. 





I' : • 
. . \.: . ach"ievemen~ of maJe ,a~d. ~eJUa~e 'grade,: 1.0 students • · · .·-j 
' 4)' The 're+ationship between the mal~s• vim H;ele le've~s and .. 
. ' 
, . 
~~ . .. . 
. . . . ' 
. . 
-.' · proo·f-w,ritinci . ac~ie~e~ent . .fs not significantly 
I ' ' ' ' ' o \ 
- ' : ( . - .. " ~ . . il' - ... . .\ ' 
'- · .from the relationship· between the females' van .If.i.eJ.e 
. - • 1, " ., • - • • 
~ " . • . ' • ' ' . .J • . . 
levels anj . ,proof~"<rltin.~. achl·e~ement •. ~. ·. · 
.. 
• f • .B' • 
I , · 
Signific~~nce of Study 
r I . • 
. ; 
(1 ' ~ 
. 
.. 
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"' i 
.~ ' 
. ~ . 
geometry hav~ to pas~ th'rou.gh a series of five levels of 
. ,. . . ........... 
. . . ' ' 
. ~ · . geometr.i;c thought (Freudentha·l ~ 1973). ""They also believed 9 • 
thaC::he students ~ust "pass through these levels c:Onsecuti~ly ~. 
-~-.....JI ·--
. !' .. ' • ., 
and -that- an or.ganized sequence of five phases qf~learning 
., . . . . . ' J., ' 
. enabl~ 'the student to move~from · o~e lav~l totthe next 
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t· 4 ,. 
\ 
understand what is beihg discussed 
. ) . 
at any ldvel ~bove· this leve'l in the sequence (Senk, 1982). 
. 
Th~ van ~iel~ levels o.f ge~~etric thoucjht have been 
used to explain ~~ many students have diffidulty ·with :: 
geom;tiy, part~a:l; ,with geometric proof (Wir~up, 1976;. 
H~ffer, 1982: · Usiskin, 19~). As Hoffer stated: . 
.... 
" "' One major purpose of the levels is ~o 
recogn~ze obstacles . that are ~r~~ented . 
to the students. It a problem that 
7 requires vocabulary, .concepts, or.· 
. thrnking at level n confronts stuaents, 
.wQ.o are at level n-1, .. the students are 
unable to make · pnogress on the -problem 
~ith expected conseque9Fes such as 
· frus~ration, . anxiety, qven ang-er. (p. 2) 
Many current geomet:ry courses are thought . by some t~·--.... 
. ./ . 
•· ~ 
have been taug6t _a~ :1'gher van Hie1e level than most 
, students have attained (~irzup, 1976, Hoffer, 1982) • . Usi'skin 
"(1982) l state'd that. the va'n _Hiele ·theory also offers a remedy: 
"g_o_ through the sequence of levels in _a ~pacific way" (p ... lJ. 
' ' .... 
. . . 
This S.tudy attempted ~?· gather~ .. base data on. · 
the van .Hiele levels and proof-writing achievement 'from a · 
. . ~ . ~ 
sample of high scpool geometry stude~t~ in Newfoundland and 
.attem~ted to lndi?a~e if students are able to write pro~fs 




The fi~st ~-i:~ ~efinii;j.ons concerni~g the ·van Hiele 
levels arf{ tak~n :~om usit~kin (1982). 
~ I 
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weighted~ sum: for, ~he' ·.;,an Hlele tests·, . a~ 1uden~. is 
ass'i.gned . a ~eig~t~' s'~ .score in ,the following manner 
.. 
(see :Ta.ble III, Ch~pt~r · ' j). 
' . . · . 
5 
_;, 
1 ·point fo~r ~~~-~f~g ~~iterion ~i't~s 1-6 (Leva~· 1) 
· .. . \. j 
I •, 
2 p6ints for meeting~~·crite•rion :on items 6-10 (Level 2)'-
4 points.' for me'lting ···criterion on i .tems 1·1.-15 (Level ~·3) . · · . 
8 points for meeting -criterion ·on items 16-'20 · -(Levet .:.4) ·· : .' 
16 points for .meeti.ng criterion' on items 21-25: ; (Lev:el ; S)i · 
~- . ... .. ,. ~ . ... --~-- .:. '> :':~ ·-·::/. 
-,. 
- . 
_cl\ssical · v~·n .. :.·-~i-~~:(·1~;'-~1 -~ l (i.e. _, the ievel i~ ·:~~~\~~t-~f-~ ·: 
th~c;>r:r. ·is cdr\:s.:(~e~~d) :: ; -. ·_:,·. ' ,· . . ' ) J -~ · -' -:  :· ·. 
1
• 
. ' :.· ·- ', ·. ';· · .... . ' ~:- -;: : . . . " ', . .:· - ~ ~ . .:. / ·) .:: ~:.- . -1 
' , . 
. ' l •· 
'I.eif.~:d -.> ,, :/; .. · :::- ·: cor-re~ponds . to ·.- Wel.g·hted Sum :: . ~-· · 
.....;......:;.:,.·, :-..• :..·.·.' _,· • . . ·, • ' . • .- > . . . . ·- I : •• \ : '• I .:, . . . 
, . I , ', .'' ' , ' ·.' · , ·: . ·,;, 1: ' !',; • · - : :·.~· ~ :~:: __ :: ·: ~: '. . • ,', ~ ,~.tl: : :~, . · -· .. : >·,;~_· ·.'.;:_ . ~.~:";·::·:, ;>: ;. :: . ~?:: r \ ::, :\ . :.  ,, :. :r 
·': .t:, .. ·.· ··!.}'' ·. "·: . . . , : .'·. < .... ' ·.\ ~i . :: . .I 
·- . . . , , . ,. . ..... '\; -r 
~ .. .t·:· " '\' . 0 •' 1 ' .. • t • 1 7 .C~h~ . ·leVel . if .-~~J~:~,:-:·~ is , excl1,1d~4 · . ··(T' I . .. _,. , . ·~ ·. 
. - 1 · . j: 
r ~ ,. ~ , • , 1, • 
Mddi£':[~- van) Hiele level 
f' 
fro~-; b~nsi.d~ration.) : 
'V I > • 
.. . ' 
, ., ~ .. 
-~ 
Level 
. ' ·.· ; . 
We-ighted Sum 
: :' i . 
0 0 or_ 16 
-.1 
.-..: 1 or 17 
I 
. 2 " I 3 or 19 
.) . ... ' . 7 OD 23 ,. 
4 , . '15 or 31 
No-:fit means .that a : studen~ has satisfied -the indicated 
I 
• • t • • 
criterion'at soin~ level ·n but not at / a~l lElvel& .below n: . 
For th~ van . Hi4;!le theory . fit:tin9 is ·a verification of-.a . · 
' ., 
student going through the le.vels . in o!=der •: . This ·lde,i11 · • ·; •. 
.: \ . . .. 
' . 
satisfies Property 1 of the theory, that the student 'at 
' , ' , , I 
, 1 -.' 
·,·. 
I 
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lev~l n satisfy the criterion not only ;at that level ~ut 
also at all preceding levels. 
-~ 
- -I (see Table IV, Chapter 3). 
\ 
. \ / \ 
Criterion - There are two criteria regard~g t .he assign-
t:nent of a student to · a ,_van Hiele level; 3 ·of ·s· and 4 of 5 • 
Both of these are investigated in this study. The 4 of 5 
'· 
.. 
•' . cr+terion. will be called the stricter cri~eriori. The 3 of-
' 
~ -) 
5 criterion means the stfudents g(;t , 3 correc(.p.f s mU:ltiple " 
. • '>· I 
. • "·r .. 
choice iterns .on that particular level. The strict~r .' y 
~riteJion ;equir.es the stu~e~t ::,t ~correct .. o'f :;~e~ch 
. . ' . . . . . . . , . 
.·I; I ' 
gz;oup· bf five i .tems corresponding · to ~. each level. 
;·' ' ·. . "\ 
~ J • 
' \. ·~ 'I 
0 to ·4 rnark'ing~ scale· for' proof test Douglas, 
.,~· ·~: (: •• . : t1 ,· 0 " 
G., . K;~.ssan,:~·, and Mortlock, ~._ , J-980) •. Senk (1~~2) used 
' - · ~ .,·_, , . · . ~ 
·:·.a s·ca·l~ b~sed on c.riten.a developed by Malone ·et ai\ (198.0). 
~· · (~eE'!. gr.ildi.ng procedure, Appendix C) These · criteri~ are: 
: I ~ , 
·, -- 0 · .--:· 'noncornmencernent - -no . wqrk o:r;· only rneaning!'ess 
· . ·w6rk was---done 
; 
., I • ' , J • 
1: - ~pproach - · some meaning£~! work was done, but · 
·' '~ln · early impasse was· reached 
• • ~ ~ ' ~ • ~. • • ' \ 1 
'• . 
~2 - .. substance ·..: sufficient detail indicated.that . 
the .:atudents proceeded. toward a rational' 
solut'ion, but major er.J;"ors . invalidate the· 
. '·· 




. ,I • 
' i . 
I \ t ' 
' 
. . I 
· ,:' 
·p;rc;>of · . . · · 
I 1, . :: :: l 
3 ~ res.ults - minor errors ~in a:n· otherwise" valid 





. . ' 
' " 
.'· 
-: a vaiid.· proo~v~ith no minor errors. 
' 
I . 

























7) Student · Category .- . students · involved in this st;udy were 
placed into five different c_ategories. These categories 
are used because stud~nts /aoing advanced mathematics in 
·Z 
. ' grade 10 most likely aid advanced mathematics in grade 9, 
thus having two years of writing geometric proofs. 
Students in grade 10 mathemat~cs who have done the 
.. 
academic program in gra~e 9 are doing geometric proofs 
for the first time ~· These five student categories are: 
Category 1: -Advanced mathematics grade ~ to adv:anced i 
mathematics grade \10 
\ 
-Category 2: Advanced mathematics grade 9 to academi,c. 
mathematics grade 10 
category 3: Academic mathematics gr'll.~e 9 to advanced ·· 
10 
\.' ..._ 
ma.thema:tics . grade 
,, 
Academic ma'thema tics academ;i.c Cate<;[ory 4: grade 9 to 
" math~matics grade 10 -
Category 5: - Basic mathematics grade 9 to acad~mic 
mathematics ·grade 10. 
' Scope and Limitations 
~ 
This study i~ es_sentially a d;scriptive study in that 
no control group was usedJ Two tests were given to each 
• 
" student in the sample (see Appendices A and B). O~j of the 
tests was used to determine the van H.tele level of the 
·-t F~--
student: th~ other was used to determine the student's ~roof-
, . 
writing achievement. 'The tests ·used a're tho;;'rroin -_the };:_o~~ 
• project (Cognitive Development and•Achievement· in Secontlary 
.. 
• • 














In· order. to get an accurate picture of the student's 
. I 
van Hiele level and achievement in writing proofs, the 
. . ' 
experimenter administered both tests to students involved. 
0 
.,This 'ensured that each student was given the same amou~t. of 
\ 
tfme tor each test and questions from students were answered 
. . 
with copsistency. · Due to this . fac,t,. the . sample was limited 
\ 
to•school districts in Newfoun¢Uand 'east of Clarenville; Cost 
and time were the other contributing factors to the choice of 
sample. This ·limited ge~eralizations to this area and not to 
' the whole province. 
· · During the 1982-83 school ·ye) . in Newfoundland, 
. ' 
schools' were closed ·for 15 days due to breakdown in concili-
ation talks with the government. This corresponds .to 15 hours 
. 
·of lost math~atics instruction time. The testing was started 
nine days after the students returned to classes. Some 
students . _attitudes may have been nonfavorable to the eesting 
·due to the fact that it had no promotional r~alue and most had 
to prepare for. s.chool finals. · 
. ._. 
" Description of the Study 
The main purpose of the study was ·to determine the 
• ? 
relati onship between the, student's van Hi ele level and the 
student's proof-writing\ achievement. Sex-related questi.ons 
. . 
on capabilities of writing proofs and assigned van Hiele 
























Two hundred and one grade· 10 students, both advanced 
and academic, took part in this study. Eac~ student was : 
administered t~ests. The van Hiele test determined the 
student's van Hiele level; the other test determined' the. 
student's proof-wri~ing . achievement. All tests were 
corrected by the researcher after the correcting procedure 
for eacn proof was verified by. another experienced high 
school mathematics teacher and a university profe~sor. The 
• 
. 
data from these two _instruments were used to answer the :, :: 
·, 
questions and t~s·t · the hypqtheses previously stated in ·tl)is 
· chapter .• 
Outline of the Report 
., 
A review of selected relevant literature is presented 
in Chapte~ IJ. A description .of the design of the stu.dy, the 
instruments, and the metho·d~ use~ to · analyse dat~ ar~ included 
. . 
· in Chapter III.· The results of data analysis is contain'ed in 
, 
Chapter IV. Chapter V ·includes a summary of the study, 
discusses the results and contains some implications 


































REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
.. 
Introduction 
van·Hiele theory as it is known t~~Y was 
' i 1 I developed by two high school teachers in ·the~Netherlands 
I 
I , 
in separate! doctoral dissertations _at the University-of 
utrecht in 1957. 
' ' • ' ' ' .. ' J . ' ... -
These two · teacheJ::s we:r;e . Dina ~van .'Hiele-
Geldof and her. ·husband Pierre Marie van Hiele. ·Dina van 
. ' 
. ' 
.Hiele-Geldof ·died shortly after the ~ompletion of he~· 
. ...• . . ' 
. ' 
dissertation; Pierre van Hiele has been the·person who . 
has explained th~ir theory. :n ·Europe. and ~orth Ame·~~:ca. 
-. 
. .. _The van Hiele~ wer~ i~flu-~nced~ Piaget in 7h.ei~ 
formulation of thought levels i~ geome~~y. They noticed 
\ 
that man~ probl·ems presented to children are of~en abpve 
' . 
10 ~ · 
,.;.1 ' 
·. 
-the child's level of th~nking •. The -vocabulary and properties 
' 
presented in the· problem' or needed in answering the problem 
' ~ ' ' ', 
• l • ., ~ • 
are at a c.ertain level 0~ thoughiq .while -the . child's 
.,. 
·geometric t~~ugh~ is below this level (Hoffer, 1982) • 
.. 
The van Hiel~ ~heory 
The van Hiele theory de:ls with levels of thou~ht 
r i 
- development in geometry and phases of learning that need 
' ) ! 
to take plaqe in order to ~ov~ from one level to the next. 
The theory attempts to -explain why students have so much 
' .. 
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.1. Thought L!=!V~ls 
Five (5) sequential levels of mental development , 
.. . 
were identified by the van Hieles. Wir~up (1976) g·ave an 
exten~ive overview of. these levels using descriptions of 
1- ••• _ • • , . • • 
··the Ru~~ian research, arguments presented by Freudenthal 
. . . 
. ' (1973), ,..•and major points as stated by Pierre van Hiele in 




Hof~~r, who has done major ·research .with the van 
. . . 
Hiele theory, v~·sited · with van Hiele in the Netherlands. 
and wrote about these levels in 1981. Hoffer offers ·a 
' 
swmnarized . descripti~~ .of . ·~tlc.h level. . . The names of ·ea~h 
. lev~l are also according to Ho~fer (1981, pp. ·1~14) • 
.d' 
Level 1 - Recognition .· 
The student learns some vocabulary and 
recognizes .a shape' ·as a whole. For ~,. 
example,·at this level a student will 
. r • f 
. · .· recognl.Ze -a :pJ.cture o · a r.ectangle . but ,. 
~ l:j.kely will . not be aware of many 'properties 
qf rectangles. 
,. . 
Level ·2- Atialysis 
. 0 
The student analyses propert.ies ? figures. 
At this level a student may real e that 
the opposite sides and possibly even the . 
diagonals of a rectangle are congruent bbt 
will not notice how rectangl~s relate ~. to 
squares or' right triangles. .( 
Level 3 Ordering 
. ' 
The student logically orders f~gui:'es. and 
understands interrelationships .between 
figures ' and importance of accurate' . 





















. ! . . . , 
' . 
underst_p.nd wqy every squ~re is a rectangle . ~ 
but may not be able to-explain, for example, 
why the diagonals. of~~ectangle are ." 
congruent. · ·· f · 
Level 4 - Deduction i . 
I 
. ' 
T~e student understands the slgnificance .of. 
deduction and the role of postulates, · 
theor'ems and proof •. At this' level a student 
will be able· to use . tpe· SAS postulate to · · 
prove staternenta ~bou~rectangles but not 
understand why it is. necessary to postulate 
the SAS condi ti'on ·and how the SAS postulate 
•connects the distance' apd angle measures • 
Level 5 Rigor 
The student understands ' the importance of 
precision in- dealing with foundations and 
interrelationships between structures • . Tpis 
most advanced level is: rarely n&ached by 
high s-chool students. At this level a 
student understands, for example, how 1the . parallel postulate (Euclidean) relates to 
~ the existence of rectangles .and tnat. ~n 
non-Eucli'dean geometry I angles do ' no_t r~t. 
12 
t ' 
-~--- ---- -- ----- . ·-
' ./ 
With regard to the. last level, uslskin (1982) concluded 
from his study; "In the forrn · given .· by the van Hiele~, level 
.. 
5 'eit;her does not exist or ~s not testable. All othe'r levels 
are .testable" (p. 79). 
.. ' . ' 
..... 
2. Properties of Levels ., .. · ~ 
In 1958-59 the van Hieles identified properties of 
I ' 
the · levels which usiskin (1982) assigned various I to names . 
' ' 
Wirzup (1976)' al~o discus~~d these properties which may. 
·' 
contribute to a better understanding of the thought levels. 
The followin'g descr iptj,on is from .Usiskin (1982, p. 5) ·' . 
' . 










































Prope~ty 3 Distinction 
Each levei has its 
its own net'Work · of 
.these s~~ls. 
own linguis.tic symbols an~ 
relationships connectinq · 
r . ' . 
i . 
Property 4 - ·Separation· 
!' 
' Two.perso~s who reason at different levels 
cannot understand each other. 
. ·• 
Property 5 -~ Attainment 
The learning process leading to complete 
. unders~anding at the next higl;u~r level .has 
five pha~es, approx~mately but nQt str~ctly 
_sequentia;I., ent.i tled: inquiry, directed 
orientation, explanatiQn, . free orientation 
and integra~ion. · 
(Note: This property of attainment is also 
known as the phases of -learning.) 
















, Usis4·~ (1982) considered these specific and detaile~ 
' ' -
exp+anations called 'phases of.le~rning' as ·a fifth property 
. . . . . "' 
_:of -'the levels which he 'called 'attainment'. ·· The van Hieles 
maintained- ~~t . in . order to attain ·the next level the student 
' 
must: go through· 'these phases of learning; This very 
• • (. 
-- ·~-:--~----























r " .. 
significant aspect. of the theory .is described in detail. by 
·Hoffer (1982). He compares these five phases of learning · .. r 
to Poly a' s·· principle of consecutive phases consisting of 
9 I 
exploration,· formalization and assimilation. 
. 
He also 
compares these phases to the D.ienes' learning cycle. The 




Phase 1 ·- Inquiry 




. . - The teacher engaged the students .in (two way!) .' 
''conversations about the objects of · the study to .' 
be pursued., .The teacher learns how the· students 
interpret . the words and gives the studen~S some 
.understanding of what topic is to be studied. / 
. _)uestions are raised and observations made that 
• se the vocabulary and. objects of the topic. and 
s_et the stage, £9r further . study·. · , . 
.. , 
Phase 2 - Directed Orientation·.'~. 
The teacher carefully sequences ,act,ivities for 
student exploration. by which studeJlts · begin to 
realize what direction .the study is ta~ing, and 
they become familiar with the characteristic . 
structu:res.- Many of the activities in this phase 
ar~ \One-step tasks which elicit specific resp~nses~ 
\ 
' . t 
Phase 3 - Explici ting 
The · students with minimal prompting by .the 
te'acher and building on previous experiences . 
refine their use of the vocabulary and e~ress 
their opinions about tpe inhe~ent structures 
of the study. Durinq this phase, the students 
begin to· form the system of .relations of the 
study. 
·Note: . fhis phase has been in~orrectly translat'ec} 
as Explanat!on by otber wr-iters. It il3 e.ss~nt~al 
here that students make the . observations 
explicitly rather than .re9eive. lectures 
(explanations) from .. the teacher. · 
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' . . Phase 4 - Free'•Or1entat1on 
·The " Students now ·encounter multi-step ctasks or 
. tasks that can be completed in different Wpys. 
They gain experience in ~inding their own way · 
or resolving the tasks. , By orienting . 
themselves many of· the relations between the 
objects of the study become explicit to the 
'students. 
Phase .5 - r~tegration 
The students now review the. methods at their 
dfsposal and form an overview. . The objects , 
and relations are unified and internalized 
.·into a new domain of thought.· , The teacher aids 
: this process .bY .. providing global surveys of 
what the students already know, . being careful 
not, to present ne~ or discordant ideas, · 
' ' 
15 
. 0 , 
I ", ' 




. t - .. · . "A~ _ th~ close of the fifth ph'a.se the ;n~~_evei .of 
attained" (Hoffer, 1982, p. 5). ·· Hoffer ~'nt...,on to 
thought· is \ 
say the 
van Hiele theo-ry could be appl:-ied to other · t6~~·cs -9ther than 
geometry. He g·ave examples of · fi~e lev.els using logic, · 
geometric transformations and real ' numbers. Usiskin (1982) 
stated that wide applicability is an appealing character-
·1 istic of this theory. 
I 
I Brief Historical Perspective I 
• 
The Russians· investigated this theory between 1960 
. . .. ' . 
and 196'4. The mathematics · educators at the Soviet Academy· . . 
' ........ . . . .. 
of Pedagogical Sciences researched and experiinent.ed with the 
van Hiele~eory· and ~onfirmed its validity. It is the van 
. . 
Hiele theory that has fo~ed the .basis for designing the new 
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This theory of levels of geometric . went t 
unnoticed ln Western 
early seventies .. . ·. Freudent,ha~ Is major' w~rk, Ma:thematics as 
an Educational Task (19.73), brought:.the ' theory tp the . 
. . . 
• • 
attention ·of Western- Eur~pe. His . work together with 'the, 
. 
work of · the. Soviets brou_ght 'th_e theory to .the attention .of 
. . -
. ~ ' 
• 
.wirzup who was responsible for first · prese·nting the idea in .; 
-·· 
the -.United Stated in ·1•974.; · rn his p~pe~wirzup (1~76 )' . -~ . 
·' 
• • ' I • ' ' Jl. .!+ ' . ' ' " • ' 
described the breakthroughs· in · ~ussia in, the -teaching of 
. . • . .. l 
. . ~ ~ . ' . 
geometry. and the van Hi~le ' theci~y. · · .. 
~ : ' 
rn 1978, Cox ford-anp.ly~eq Wir:zup' s -article in . de tal.'~ ·: . . 
and concluded ·that at least' j:hree .'types · of - ~ttidies ·ar~ 
. ! • I. 
needed so that .we can bett;er. u~der~tand the cb_gnitive 
t ' 




carefully document~' d . itudinai ·case ,_. ~ 
studies of individua c 'l.dren . .. 
. ' ' . . 
i ' "• I · • 
. substantial ·. dat~ gathered by age . samplif1g 
to ·compare cognitive struct?re and~ · · 
developmental st~ges 
• I; • t , , 
ii) 
iii) · . ' I analysis of the effect~ - of the type and 
amount of inatruction taking 'place . .. 
. . . 
I ~ • (pp. 329-330) . 
~resent~y, there are three m~jor studies in the 
p~ited state~ that deal ·with the ·van fliele theo~y .. The -
. 
three needs as stated by cox ford . ·~~e partia!'ly fulfilled' · 
I by these thr.ee studies. · 
. ' 
.. 
. •. ) ;· ' 
.  
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~ ' . . . \ . 
The Oregon Project: ·Assessing Children's . Deveiopment 
·" in Geometry (Burger, 1982)·; "· 
'. - ' . .. 
.l • . / . ' . -' 
. -~ The purpose of the study ,was -~to inve~tigat~ 
the extent to which the xan Hie~e levels 
· serve as a model to assess student under-. . 




This study was sponsored ·by National- Science • :! 
I • 
Foundatioh (NSF) ·, head~d b,y · Burger, ~nd lasted from:}:_> 
• . .. . . - ~'> • . • _/ . • ·. · 
· Sdptember ~979 through F.e~t'uar~ 1~82. The s~udy 
I . 
.- involv~d c~~nica~. int~rviews using· v..ario~s tadks and . 
·- ~· . 
· . "'"# 
. . 
'· 
scripts with over · 10 ~.tudents~ ln grades ·· 1 tO .12 in . ~~ · 
three states. From: · bh~-se ~~~e~v.i:~ws :··a ~)at :wa; ~a~o~ .. ~, -·' 
. ... / . . . . . 
reasoning phenomena .that could be ·inter.preted as.· · .. · . . . 
• 
possi~~ - indic~toi;s o~· a ~pa~hcula~ .van Hie.le1 level.·-( . ~· _-
, • l . ... • 
This project~ found that 'the same' script cotlld be used II . ·. '""-
. . , 
with ~hildren of atl age ·lev~ls, thus·:developing a 
' -. - , I f .. 
• . . . j • j • • 
prototype ins~rument to ·u~e for lqngitudinal .case 
- . . .. . 
.. 
. . ' 
. -. 
studies.~ Hoffer (19112) · stated tha·t this projec.t .,_ · 
~ . , ; "• . . 
. . , . I . • 










' -. . . . 
2) 'The·:Brooklyn Project: Geometric Thinking Among 
.• in Inner. City· Schools: (.Geddes, 1981) . ) , . •. ••. r 
~dolescentsn· · :· . .. _ 
\ . ) . 
·. 
. 1. 
The purpose. of the study W8fj ·'· to determine 
whether the v-an Hiele ,)OOdel .describes how- . 
students learn geometry and how the model 
can be -interpreted ~n the context of · ~ 
Arilerican curriculum and environment -- -in . 
particula_r, in 'the context of minority ... 
st~den~s · (grades 6 arid _.9) ··and teachers . of-. 
grade~ .6 , ~nd · 9 in a la.rqe ~rban area .. · . . , . 
(Brooklyn, New York). (Hoffer, 1982, p:. 16)" . . 
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~his study was also sponsored by the NSF and lasted \ . 
t. 
from ·November 197.9 through Jayuary 1982 and was directed 
.by DorOt~f Geddes. J~e ~~ ,involved the Qevel_g~>ment 
and i~pl~entation of \four instructional-modules based 
. I 
. on the van Hiele levers and phases. ·To do _ this, several 
,textbooks were .~uat~.d _.tO; content and activities in 
. relatio~ to van Hiele :mbdel.1 .This pro.ject. satisfies · 
~ . . . ·' . . . . . ' . . ' ', \ . ' . . . . 
. ~oxfo~d. s '.thirq. need. ~.f \ nalyz.ing the ~effects o.f ~h~ 
typ·e and .amount· of instrl,lction taking place in<the , 
. . \ .. . \l . 
context.of)formal schoolihg • 
. ~. ' . \ 
3) .~ T~e··C~ic~ o Pr~'ec~~- · C~ J.itive DeveJ.o me~t and 
Achi'evement · in Secondary s hpol Geometry. · · (CDASSG, · 
. ·V ! 
Usiski~, ).9 ~·2) • · \ 
\~ 
The purpose of the stud~·was to determirie 
the effects of the studept's stage of 
cognitive development ana performance . o~ . 
a test of mathematics prerequisites have 
on ·student achievement ii1. standard geometry . . 
concept~ and ,proof. · (Hof~er, 1982, p. 17) , · 
T~~s· - ~~oject was spons~reJ by the Na~ion~l ·.:institute \ . . . : :. · ..-
of Education (NIE) for. the duration of July 1.·979 ~hrough 
I 
~ . .. . 
• • \ • "t ~ ' 
· June 1982~ · ·This three·-y·ear. pro't)ect was . the most . ~ , 
comprehensiv~ ~f· the ' three - and . _~as _he_a~ed. b~: u~~-~kin. 
' ; ' • I • . \ ' ' • ' 
· , This project entailed. administering ioul:' different tests ,._. 
• ' ' • • ~ o} • • · ' : · 
' • r -). Jl. Entering Geornetr~ Student . Te.~~ ;' ~· · van Hiele· . . 
· ·· .Geometry Test7 3. Proof Test: . ·4. Ge_?metry Achievement,,. 
• ' • .. (l ' • • • ~ \ • .. 
Te'st) to approxi!f~ately .2900 high school, geometry . stud~nts · 
. . \ ' . ·\ 
·in s'ix different states. '.The firs~ three . ~eats w~re . 
' . 
' ,. ' ' ' ·. 
. ' i ., . 
~ . .' ·, 
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. . 
constructed by t _he\ staff of this project. (It should be 
~ . 
noted that th~ van Hiele!Geometry test and the proof 
' . ' . ' 
test ~~ the CD~~J~~o_ject are the one.s th,at' 'wer; 
administered in· {h~ current study.) · The Chicago project 
I'· 
thought levels . and performance · 
I 
. 
in geometry, thus 'me t~n,q :' Coxfor~ Is second sllggestion for r • 
I • ' • 
" . ~ 
gathering substant~a~ d~ta. by age - sampli~g to compare 
cognitive 
I • • ~~ .. elopm~nt~l ~ag~s (Hoff~~, 
. · . 19.82h 
s~me · c~nclusions ,-~f and other studies . are 
' ~ J ~ ' • • ' ' ' •• ~ • • • . • • • • -
examined• nex't when dist;.u sl.ng implications of the van ... 
~ • • ,' i . • 
.. ~ . "' .. 
Hiele th~~ry ~ " 1 . .. .. .. " • 'I 
·, 
I ' • • 
I .+ 
·,· ,6 . ~ • ' • ... 
Implications· of the .van Hiele· Theo.ry 
The major.impllqat~orl , of . this theory is that it 
. . . . . . :! ' . ' . ·. 
. . allOWS~ us ~o' . inv.est~gate J?roblem a"reas ;, such as writing · 
. . \ . ' 
geometry proofs. The ~heprY: has J:>ee'n · applied _to :explain why 
~ I ' ' ' ;. ~ ·~tu9ents .:have. ~i~f·f~uity W,ith .'th,:re . ~ig?e~.or4·Ei~ processes. · 
" ·. • . ' 
.As Wirzup · (1976) · states: 
• ; J , . ,·_· •• 
.,.. 
" Th.e use of . these ~ l~vel:s "pez::mits •'US1 to . 
isolate .(and 'study) · the· essential . aspects 
. of the, a'evelopm~nt .9f geometric :thought 
from · .the la;rge compl~x of interrelate.4 
. factors· characterizing the developme.nt of 
~ . thinki~g ;!!·_.generaL' (p. 79f · 
• I 
.• 
' .. . ' 
.. .· ~'?ffer ( 1~· ~~ · ·his article "Geometry Is More Than 
• Proof" l,e,£?a.l ) ~entiC?.n~d : some ~~- regardi~g students' . 
_,.... ·~ ' . -
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• I ~ 
P' 
"'-
geometry by memorizing proofs" (p. 13) • This quote implies 
· , that proof is being ~aught as . an algor~thrn leading to only 
, short-t~rm me~6ry ·a~d little ~nder~tanding. Freudenthal 





As long as the child is not able to._reflect 
on its own activity, the higher level remains 
inaccessible. The highet level operation can 
then, of course, be taught as algo~ithm 
. · though with little lasting consequence. This 
·has been proved by the failure of teaching · 
· · -fractions. (1973,. p. 130) 
• . Tl'\us, ·.the theory h_as major implications .for achieve..:.; 
, I 
rnen<e . . ir) 'wr.iting, proofs. Writing proofs may be taught as an 
. . 
. '! ' . 
algorithM so.· the student may not t:eally unders.tand it, .yet 
. . . ~· . . 
. ) , ~ .. . 
·on a :short-'terin basis can memorize enough · to get through a 
" -~ : \. .. ,' . ' ~ 
high scho~i g,eornetry cdurse • . This pr9blem of ~tud~nts 
. memori~·~·~~. ~!':;ofs -or learning ' to write 'almost correct' 
proofs' by imitating their teacher . . is suppb~ted by many other 
mathematical. educator~. 




Kline ·-~1973) makes this very point 
n 
· I 
The concept~ of proof is fundamental in 
mathematics and ,SO in geometry the 
studen~~ have ~he opportunity to learn 
one of .. the great features of the subject. 
But since the final deductive proof of a 
theorem is usually 'the end result of a 
lot of :· gue~sing and . ~xperime~ti.t'g and 
often-depends on an ingenious scheme 
which permi~s- 'proving the theorem in 
. . 
.. 
- , proper logical .sequence, the proof is 
not ' necessarily a natural one,,that is, · 
' one which w9uld sucjge·st itself readi.ly 
· to the adolescent mind. Moreover, the 
.deductive argument ~ives no insight into 
the difficulties tha~ were overcome in 
ythe original creation of the proof. · Hence, 
the student cannot see the rationale and 
. ·ha does the .san:te thing in geometry that he 
does · in algebra. He memorizes the proof. 
· . ,(p. 7) . 
( ) 
} \ 
I \ . 
\ 














Rosskopf and Exner (1957) suggested, "The writers 
are convinced that ·average mathematics student never really 
learns what a proof is, but rather learns how to write 
correct proofs through imitation of his instructor and his 
textbooks and by adjusting his Iefferts to their authority" 
. (p. 274). 
Hoffer (1981), as do~s Wirzup (1976), claimed that 
the present experiences in elernentar~ and junior high school 
nlathematics are ins~ff~c~ent ~o enable the .student to .'wfJte 
proofs. Hoffer (1981) stated we are devoting too much time 
. . 
to formal proofs and 'that this 'takes away from developing 
; ,·: .. ... ' 
-~~other geometric skil~s such as : ~is''tl~~, verbal, . drawing,. 
gical, and applied skills •. Th~se statements .support the 
ea that formal proofs are started too early for the 
T 
... 
students I mental developme~t; they . are just. not ready 1 .Hoffer 
(1981) and Wirzup .(1976) stated that the high school 9eometry. 
course is taught at a higher van Hiele level than most 
students have attained and the student at the lower level 
. . ·~ 
cannot unde~stand what is being discussed at a higher level. · 
The majority of students having difficulty at hi~h school 
geometry are probably at the first van Hie'le level while the 
...... 
course ·being taught is at the- fourth lev~l (Wirzup, 197~~ 












The majority of our high school students 
are at the first level of development in · 
geometry, wh~le the course they take 
demands the fourth level of thought • . It 
is no wonder that high school g~aduates 
,have hardly any know.ledge of geomet~y, and 
that this irreparable deficiency haunts 
them continually later on. (p . . 96) 
Teachers who teach at a higher level than the 
students have a~tained and are · no.t aware of the lower levels 
at which the students ·ar~ operatin~ w~l ~xperienc~ little 
success. Senk (1983) stated~ "teachers who ~eason at the 
higher ~.evels, if they are not sensitive to the lower levels 
of thinking, will not understand their students" (p. 36). · 
Usiskin (1982) calls this the Pr..operty ,of Separation, in the. 
van Hiele theory;· ·"TWo persons who · reason at different 
... . . '. 
levels cannot understand ea'ch other"· (p. 5). Senk · ~1983) 
\ ,. \ . 
. stated "accor.ding to the van Hieies,~ter how ~rec.is~ 
the teacher's explanations may be, these students will not 
. 
comprehend them, until the ·students have (irst moved through 
levels 2 and 3~ (p. 36). 
-Usiskin (l98~) \lso suppo~ these claims with 
' + 
conclusions de~ling with \ the van Hiele level and proof-
. \ 
\ 
' writing achievement: ' ·-· 
.. ) ~ 
. i 
In geometry. classes that have studied 
proof, the van Hiele levels of most 
students toward ~e end of the school 
·year are too low to afford a high 
likelihood ol ·success in geometry 
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This conclUsion implies that some.ftudents who have 
studied proof for a year do noY';unders·tand 1 proof.s since 
their van Hiele level is either 1 or 2. They are being 
taught above the level they have attained. Usiskin (1982) 
went on to conclude: . ·; 
. 
In geometry cla'sses that study proof, the 
. fall van Hiele levels of over half the 
students ar.e too low to afford even a 2-
in 5 chance of success at proof. (p. 84) 
Taken,together, [both previous conclusions], 
support the claims of Izaak Wirzup and Alan 
Hoffer that many '·if not most students in the 
Un.i ted States. enter geometry at van· Hiele 
levels that are too low to insure. success 
. and that the · geometry course, as presently 
taught, does .not improve their understanding 
(as measured by van Hiele lev~ls) enough to 
get that · ~ucces.s. (p. 84) . 
~siskin also claims that 'students can be mis.placed 
intQ a proof-oriented geometry course when they only have a 
. ' 
50 percent chance of being successful in that course . . 
. . " 
Using van Hiele levels as the criterion, 
almost half of geometry students are 
placed in a cour.se in which ··their chances 
of being ,successful at proof lre only 
so-so. (p. 85) · · · 
This statement implies offering a non-proof alternative 
course to high ~chool geometry students in order that misplace-
_) 
menta may be minimized • . 
. I 
Sharon Senk, who was al!fO a s~£ :~ember of the CSASSG 
project, made various conclusions (using the same data as 






















1. About 70% of the students can do simple 
proofs requiring only one deduction 
beyond those made from the,given. 
2. Achievement is considerably lower on 
proofs requiring auxiliary lines or 
longer chains of reas?ning. · 
J· •. · After · a full year of a g-eometry course 
with proof, only about half the students 
can do more than simple proo.fs. 
4. Writing proofs is not an "all" or "nothi119" 
task. Among the half of tne -population I 
that can do more than simple proofs, there 
is a wide range of proof-writing achievement. 
5. Both van Hiele level and achievement on 
standard content correlate highly .and 
significantly witp proof-writing achievement 
(Senk; 1982, pp. 7-8) 
24 
Senk' s third concil us ion is based upon the fact that 
on each form of the proof test .there · wa~ on/ very s i mple 
proof (Usiskin, 1982). The fourth conclusion that proof is 
. . "· 
not an "all" or._ "nothing" t~sk c~adicts · a belief held by 
. . ' 
~- some.geometry teachers tha~ students either . 'get' proofs or 
. -
they 'don't' (se\k, 1982). According to Senk, the van 
Hieles' hypotheses that only. at level "3 do students begin to 
understand deduc~ive proof, · and that only students who have 
reached levels 4 or's are able -~o write their own proofs, 
are generally supported by the data and concl.usions (1982 , 
I 
p • . 11). Also, Wirzup's (1976) assertion that most students 
. 
enter the high school geometry course at either of the first 


















· •' ~'I •.- , ' , 
' • 
Roberta Dees, (1982), ano/her ~taff member of the 
CDASSG project, ana~ysad sax differences in geometry 
achievement. The main ·conclusion was that the ability to 
learn geometry, from facts through proof, is equal between 
the sexes. This is contrary to popular ·belief .that boys . 
25 
are sup~rior to g~rls in mathematical problem solving ability. 
These are a . few· of the major il!'plications and con-
clusions conce~ning the van.Hiele theory 'and· proof-writing 
. .. 
achievement of high school geome~ry students .• 
I ,t '. 
Summary · / 
The van Hieie theorY,, conP'~~ing 5 ·geometric thought 
l.evels, properties and phc;tses of learning ·w'as de~ped in 
1957 and first brought to the·attention of North Americans by 
Wirzup in 1974 • f ~ ~ince .thEm, three· majc:'r projects on 
developing and verifyi'ng this theo.ry have taken place. Some 
of the major implications of the theory deal with ~tuderits' 
abilities to write geo~etric proofs. Various mathematics 
-v 
educators believe proofs are memorized by the student rather 
than learned with, ungerstanding. Also, w~iting proofs may 
, . 
. be taught as an algorithm which again leads to little 
understandinc~r . .. ~ The van Hiele theory has been used to try 
and ~xpl-a/n the difficulty ·a~·ude~ts encounter ~ith writing 
geometriO..Jroofs, . The expla.~a~ion the theo.ry· offers "-that 
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{Level 4) in order to understand geometric proo_fs and most 
' students pre at a lower level. The theory contains certain 
phases of learning that can enable a student to go from on~ 
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DESIGN OF 1HE STUDY 
Sample 
• 'J ;-,./ · -:----• 
. 
The population included all academic and advanced 
mqthematics ~tudents in grade 10 in all school districts in 
Newfoundlan~~eas.t of Cl~renvill~. Ten ~chools were chosen 
J::'andomly from the districts and one class of grade· .10 
mathematics students was chosen randomly from each school. 
Sev~n of the· ten schools chosen agreed to · par:ticipate in the • 
study. 'The sample consisted .of 201. students, 79 girls and 
122 bpys in five different categories. A breakdown of the 
sampl:e ~i th respe,ct to sex and category is given in Table I. 
·, 
\ ~Ca~egory ! . represented those students who have done 
~ 
advanced mathematics in grades 9 and 10. Student~ in 
" catego;y 2 did ·advanced matbem~tics in grade 9 but did the 
,J 
academic mathematics program in gr•ade 10. Category 3 
~--students did the a~~demic mathematics in 9 and switched to 
. --~'· . , . y 
. ,t ~hE( ady:at'ced program in grade 10. ca:~egory 4 represented 
the large~t maJority of students. These students have done· 
' . 
the academic niathematics program in. both 9 and 10. _.pategory 
~ 
5 was added fDr those students who chose to do the academic 
program in 10 after' having complet~d the basic mathematics 
in grade 9. Totals in Table I show that .most students (92%) 
belong either to category 1 or ·4 so only ~hes.e categor:i,es 
~ . ' 
























Sex ancl Category of Sample 
Male Female Totals 
Catego1:-y 1 53 13 66 (32. 8%) 
Category 2 5 1 6 (3.0%) 
Category 3 5 0 5 (2 •• 5%) 
Category 4 54 65 119 (59.2%) 
•' 
' 
Category 5 5 0 5 (2.5%) 
Totals 1'22 79 -· 201 
. 
. (60.7%) (39.3%) 
-........,/ . . 
n = 201 
Each student was adminiStered two tests,·the van 
HieLe level test and the proof test. The order of 
admini~tering- the tests were al ternated each~me to avoi d 
any bias in the·. testing. 
' .. Instrumentat1on 
The two tests administ~red in this study were from 
the CDASSG project and were used with permission (Usiskin, 
I .~ • • 
1982). The van Hiele level geome~est (Appendix A) 
contai~~ · 25 sequential . multiple _ch~i~s and was. . 
constructed by the staff of the project. ~he fi r st f ive 
questions deal with level one, the second five items with 




















· studY. is a proof test (Appendix B) that was designed by 
Sharon Senk .under the auspices of the CDASSG project (1979). 
This tes~~onsisted of six items; two short answer questions 
and four full proofs. The first .item concerned filling in 
four blank spaces in a g~ornetric proof. In the second item, 
I ' 
the student had ·to draw the figure, state what is -given and 
what is to be proved from a given statement; the student did 
not have to prove this statement. Items three to si~ were 
fou~· full _ geo~etric proofs._ The proof tests included }tems 
covering congruent triangles, ·parallel lines, ·quadrilaterals 
and similarity which the staff of t~e project determined were 
the most widely-used topics in most geometry texts: 
Th•re are three similar forms of the proof test that 
. . l . • 
were used in the CDASSG C>roject. The" it.etn analysis of the 
three proof tests (Table II) showed that s~me of the items 
. . 
were more difficult than others. The results in this ~tern 
. ,. 
analysis were used to choose the six items wh_ich ·make up the I 
proof ~st for this study. If the items were close in .terrns 
9f the percentage of students having them correct, thentfne 
~ . . __.,.. , ' 
~tern , was chosen randomly for . use in the pre1iel!'t 'study. · For · ~; . 
example, item 2 on each form ·o£ the .proof exam had relatively 
close percentages of .students scoring 3 or 4. On form 2, 78% 
. . 
·scored· 3 or 4 and on form 3, 66\~ scored either 3 4. 
• . 
T~erefore item 2 of the test used,.., in this ,. 
• · ~ 
·chosen 
at random from these three i trifrnS. 
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I I 
I 'r'} ; j 30 J. 1 •' ' • i l f 
I ~-~ • I 
. I Table II l "' 
' 
. \ 
' Proof Tests - Item ·Ana1ysis ( I 0 
I j 
I . 








' / - ~ ....._ ~ ; . \ • Form Item 0 1 2 j .. . s. d. ' mean. j 
· -
.~~ - ! 
. . ! 
1 1 1 8 ' 9 23 35 . .2. 36 1.61 ~r- ! . I . . 
2 B 8 .24 50 10 2. 48. L64 l 
. I l 
3 . 17 8 4 9 6·3 2.95 1.57 . I 4 34 15 19 5 26 1. 76 .1 .• 60 
:....-
I 
~ .. ' l 
'\ ' ' 5 23 . 20 20 18 19 1.-90 1.43 )• 
i .. • 
6 47 , 41' 7 1 s . ' o. 77 -. ' o. 9.9 l 
. 
- . I . 2 1 1 ~u- 19 52 3. 07 - 1.14 ! 2 B 5 10 ' 31 ' 47 3.03 I 1.21 ~ . 
~ ! 3 19 22 1 5 5 67 2.98 J.. ~;L 
' 
. ' 'i 4 20 2Q 12 9 38 2.25 1..60 
3'1 L.s2 . 5 40 '11 7 11 1. 62 
·.- .. 
' 6 57 18 7 13 13 .0. 99 '1·. 4-2 
·, -
. ~ 2·. 32 1 · ' . 3 1 11 22 17 24 - 26 . 1.·36 
~ ( 1.3·J . .. 2 10 ·7 17 20 46 2.86 . . 
3 31 8 15 10 •.37· 2.14 1. 69 
• 
' 4 4(4 5 4 ~ - 47 2.14 . 1. ~9 -
5 37 19 12 •a 24 - 1.6.3 1.60 • 






* Itetns chosen for the 
. proof test of this study. 0 
., I - · 
. I 
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. ~ · 
Also, items that involved the idea of "sirnilarity'were 
. ~-
:eliminated due to the fact that th!s coneept, in terms of 
. ' . " 
. ' 
doing proo'f~, is . nqt c~~'\ed in ·t·h~ grade · ~0 .aca:d:inic ~ ' I 
.. i 
1 geornetr~ext. . <> • . · . . \ · j ·_ ~ 
l . 
... . ... . 
There was . extensive piloting· of both ~~s~s by" the 
. . 
.. 
CDASSG project to d~termine their· validity ·and , reli~biliFY. · •.. r 
0 I ... .. 
The following Kuder-RichardscJn rel~l)lli.ty. coefficients _were ! .. · 
• - ' • t ~ • • • • , ·~~ j • ·. . , . • . • 
found for both'the fall and spring van Hiele . tests 
. . ' . . 
. .._.______ . } . . - - .. .. . . . 




(.'92) and (.88); .Level 3 ·- (.~8). and (.88)~ 
. . '~ 
(.43) and (,.69); Level s·- · ('.39) and (.65). 
. ·· ' 
.. . 
. ' 
usiskin .stated that iitha· ·1pw r~,l~abili\ie·s. p.t" le~~~s· 4 and· 
. ' . 
.:, ' . • (!I~ II 
...... 
5 ~ay }?e .a .byproducf Pf:. the· lack. ·_~f specification of the .. van , C:. ' · · 
• · 1. .. 
Hieie theory at ' these .lev~ls" (.1982, .. p. 29) •. The reli~bi.llty · 
. . -.. 
.. .. "'( . ; . { . (, ~r 
• coefficients for the. proof test· ranged from . 79 to • GS' (Senk, 










. I . . ; ' . '"" . 
· 1982) •• · I·t w:as also found .th~t 35 .1\\inutes waS. 'enqu~li time to' , . 
• q I . . . ' ... . I • • ~ . ' ' " • 
Jl .. ' "', I • ' ' I 1 l 1 - . • 
complete' eac~ ~es~• , ~his all,o·t~d · time ~f · 35 rn~~ut~s._ wa,s . ~lso "'~"1f · . ~~ 
found to b": .at'ropriateo for · grad~ : 10 .~ewfoundland mathematics ·~: . .,. 
. ~ . . . i ~ 
:· ;tudents. ... --~ . . ..• r : ~,.· . .. 
. r. ... ~:' . . . 
· · Grading· · Procedure . 
~-
·• ' . 
. . 
. ( .'\- · 
. . . . . . \ 
The ·. investlgator ip. the pr-esent study _.eva.~uat.ed 1 
. . 
all t~sts th~ : weie ' admJnistered. F~r the 25 ~ultiplQ choice ' 
' 
. '"!t • • . 
.. 
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.. 
) 
2 points for mee_ting criterion on items 6-10 
(Level 2) 
4 points fo'r ~~tin9 criterion on itell'!s 11-15 .. . (Level 3) 
' 
8 poipts for meeti'ng criterion on items 16-20 
(Levet 4) · c 
• ! 
. . ~ 
:'16 points for me;eting criterion on · items 21-25 
. (Level ;5) 
• ) 
'out. 
. 0~ The criterion ,used was· either 3 of 5 correct 
. 4 ou1;. of _ 5 correct. · · '· 
The proof tests were graded using a scale of 0 ·to •4 
~ ) . : . '-""' . 
. designed .by_ Malone et -al. (1980) • 'Senk adapted this 1 scale , ' . ' ~ , ; . ' 
(and set speci.~ic cri tar~~· ·for each ·~~~~f,;_t':" ' ( se.e · Gr~ding 
Procedure·, Appendix C). ~enk's (198.2) criteria f'or .itemst 
1, 2, _ a·nd. 5 were used unmod~fied. The inve~ti~ator ·. usln~ , 
the same scale, designed specific · ~r_ite'ria For items _2, 4 '-
,. 
and q. T~e grading ·criteria . were verified by ~ urllversit'y · 
' ' ' 
~ 
profl:!ssor and an experienced high school mathematics ~teacher. 
' ( . .... .. ,'-··' ' . 
·Ten tests from the pilot were chosen at random and corrected 
' ' ~ ' 
"' ' ' independently by the writer and these two aforementioned 
·· . ~ 
· ·mathemati,cs educators. There was little disag~eement and 
never more than one -p6int. When disagreement occurred, the 
. . '\ ' , 
item was :gradf;ld aga~Q, and-·an agreement was then reached on 
• .. 
th~ students' 1score. At the ~nd of the' gradi~g o_f th-~ 
" proof tests, · 25 tests were ohotten a~ ~aJ\dO~ and scores were. 
. ' 
. ' 
then verified. Sf~G~res. on_ th~~eb25 tests were checked agafn, 
.. and found. ·to be' con~istent. 
.. 
'•,, 
. .. . 
1 ' 
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determine if' language level, _content, time and choice 'of 
proof items were appropriate for grade 10 geometry 
students in Newfoundland. The pilot consisted of two 
classes; one ~dln'ced an~ one academic . ~here were 51 
students, 29 females and 22 males. The time of 35 minutes 
. .-.. .. 
'. for each test was found to be appl'opriate for · grade 10 
Newfoundland" students~· As a result of the piiot it was 
. . 
~ • • " • i \ \ • . • 
determined . th~tem1«)'on..,-fiiep\oof. test· was too di~.ficult 
. . ' 
for the majority of grade 10 mathematics. students.· The 
r · ~ 
mean on Item 6 was 1.16 on a grading scale of 0 to 4 •. .., 
33 
This item was replaced by another proof .(Item 6, )\ppendlx B) 
which . was thought to be more appropriate for ~he majority of 
. . 
grade 10 studints in Ne~foun~l~d. 
·statement of Analyses Used 
\ 
\ 
This study was concerned with four question~ .and 
. . 
four hypothe~es relating to the van Hiele levels ard 'proof-
.• \ 1 . • 
.writing achiev'ement of grade l(.tudents in Newfoundland • . \ . . . 
These questions and hypotheses along with the corresponding 
. \ . . 
























Question 1 . -
What are. the van Hiele levels of geo.metry students at the 
end of grade 10? ,. · ,. 
This question was answered by adrninistering{the va,n 
Hiele level geomet~y ·test (Appendix A) to 201 grade 10 
students on the Avalon Peninsula. This test contained 25 
. \ ' mult~ple choice items~ the first 5 icerns correspond to van 
Hiele level 1, items 6-10 correspond to van Hiele leve1 ·2 
. ' . : 
and so on. ~oth 3 of 
used in the analyses. 
surn - and~then assigned 
• 
5 criterion- and 4 ·of 5 crit~iion wer~ 
Ea~h st~dent was~signed a weighted~· 
. ~ · . .·· 
. 
to the corresponding van Hi ele .level. 
A breakdown of eac~ w~ighted sum with the corresponding 
·assigned van Hiele levels is giv~n in Table III. Both the 1f 
classical van ·Hiel~ theory ·and · the m~fied van Hiele theory 
. 1 It 
(level 5 omitted) are investigated ih the analyses~ 
.. .t• • • 
This first question was answe~ed in four main· parts: 
. •· . . percentage of ·those who 'fit' the van Hiele theory; the . _ 
distribution of .all students .into the van Hiele theory; the 
overall mean van Hiele level; and the· mean van Hiele levels 
of those students who studied academic mathematics in both 
grades 9 and 10. (category 4) ·and those who studi·ed advanced 
mathematics in botb-9 and 10 (category 1 ) 
/ 
. Question 2 
What a··· the lroo~writing capabilities of students at the 
end of grade 0~ . 
This question was answered by administeri ng ,a proof 






















































\ Table III 
-· --· --- . . ... . ·---------·---- .. ·----
--.... --- - -~· ... ,. ··--_,..~----- ... -.,.. .. _ 




t • Level 1 Level Level 3 Level ' 4 Level 5 van Hiele' levels classical/modified 
.:. 0 0 







No-fit No-fit \ 2 2 
No- fit No-fit 
1 4 
2 4 
1 2 4 '3 3 




2 8 • 
1 2 B 
4 8 
l 4 . 8 
2 4 8 
1 2 4 8 4 4 
16 No-fit 0 
. 




1 2 16 
No-fit )·. ~ 
2 
"-
4 16 No-fit ., 
• 1 4 16 . ' 
2 4 16 . 
1 2 4 16 
~ 
.. 3 
8 15 No-fit I 1.. 
1 B 16 • 
.. 
2 8 16 
' 1 2 B 16 " I . 
4 8 16 . ' . 
! 
1 4 B 16 
2 4 B 16 w 
1 2 4 B 16 s/ 4 U'l 


















All tests were "graded on a seal~ of 0 to 4 (Malone, et al., 






setting down grading cFiteria for each item on the proof 
I 
test (See Grading P-rocedure, Appendix C). ' 
In aQswering this question an analysis for each item 
\ 
was used which showed the number and percentages of. student 
s9ores and -the mean and -standard deviation for each item. 
The means and standard deviation of scores on the proof 
.... 
test were also caiculated for student~' cat~gories 1 and .4. 
Question 3 
What is the relationshi~ between the van Hiele le.vel of 
thinking and proof-writ~ng achievement? 
( 
This question was answered by determining the Pearson 
c~rrelation coefficients b~tween each item on the proo'f test 
and average o~ the proof t~st, .. with the as ... sicjne4 van Hiele 
levels and weighted sum for both cr'it~ria ~ The Pearson 
correlations were also determined between the ave~age score 
on the proof test and the van Hiele levels for categories 1 
'and 4. 
Ques.tion 4 
' Are there-se~-related differen~es in van Hiele levels or. 
in proof-writing achieve~nt? ~ 
This question ·was an.swered by determining the 
following: "the mean van Hiele levels and standard deviatlons ' 
for both the female and male s_tudents: the averAge score and · 






















male students; and the Pearson correlations between 
individual average scores on the proof test and the van 
Hiele levels for both sexes using both criterion. This was 
don~ for all students together and separately for students 
....& . . 




There is no significant relat~onshi~ ' between the studen~s'. 
van Hiele levels and their proof wr~ting achievement. 
I 
For ·this . hypothesis all ·Pears8n correlations that 
were c~lcuiat~d were t~sted , with ~ z-test :using Fisher's 
z-transformation of the C
0
correlation ' at the 1~1 of 
significance of .001 • 
.. 
Hypothesis 2 
'-There ·i·s no ~ignificant . di'ff~rence between the van Hiel~ 
levels of male and female grade 10 students. 
This hypothesis ·was tested using a,t-test to see 
if the average van Hiele level for males was significantly 
differ:.et from the )verage van· .H~ele level for . males. ~ The 
mean 1an Hiele levels for, males and females . in categori.es 1 
and 4 were also tested. 
. 
The !eve'! of significance .was 




A t-test .was also used to test the significance of 
~ this difference between the average score on the proof test 
: 
' I 
i I . j 








for both males and females. 
. 
I 
The pr~of test averages for 
males ana females were also tested for significance in 
38 
~ategories 1 and 4. Aga_in, a level of ·significance of • 01 
• 
was used. 
. Hypothesis· 4 
.... ..... ) 
A ·Z-test using . Fisher's z-transforrnati.qn was used _... 
/ 
to 'test this hypo~hesis. · The ·level of . ~ignificance used 
1{ " ' ~ • - , . 
. . 
· was . • 01 • . All Pearson correlations that were calcu~ated in 






In th~s chapter the experimental design of the study 
• . I 
has been ~r~sented. ·Sta~ement o~ types of data analyses 
4 • • 
were given to indicate where the data to be used in Chapter 
. . ,' 
/ r V". was obtained. Only descri ptive statistics were used to 
I f ! . 
the four · questions~ The data collected is presented-
. / '""/ answer _ 



































The main pu~pose of the study was to investigate 
' the relationship l:ietweeJl the van Hiele levels and proof-
writing achievement of grade. ten stuaents iri Newfoundland. 
. . . 
. 
·In this chapter, the results of the .anal.Ysis of · the ·dat'a · 
· ~elating ,to the four main· quest~ons and hypotheses are 
presented. The ·discussion o·f results and implications. are 
given in Chapter v. 
·•. Question 1 
What !.are the van Hiel~ levels of 'geometry students at the 
.end of grade 10? 
• 
The van Hiele levels ·are numbered 1 to 5 in this 
\ 
\ 
paper (Level l being the first level, Level 2 being the 
.. 
' 
second level and so on). The level 0 used in this I;eport 
refers to those -stude~s who are not operating at the first . 
level or basic level. A no-fit refers to a student who 
cannot be·assigned a level. 
_j 
· .. · In Table IV tha percentages ?f students who 'fit' 
the van Hiele theory are given. Using the 3 of s· criterion 
67% of students were classifiable into a ··classical van ~iele 
level and 83% into a modified van Hiele .level. Using the 4 
l •. 
--· -~·-- · 


















classifiable into a classical van Hiele level and 93% into 
a modified van Hiele level. Using the modified van Hiele 
theory 16% more st~dents were classified than. the classical 
theory using. the 3 'of 5 criteriqn and 3% more using the 
stricter criterion. This is partly due to the. fact that 
when level 5 is included (classical theory), there are on~y 
.six weighted ·sums that can be used to assign a student to ·a 
I , ": - • ~ 
level. . This idea is. state~ in P.roperty One of the van Hiele 




. ' \ 
Number and Percentage of Students ' 
Who 'Fit' the van Hiele Theory 
3 of 5 criterion N 
-Class.ical 135 
Modified · 167 · ' ' 
,. 
'4 of 5 criterion 
Classical 182 
Modified 187. 
i/ t, : 







n-1" (Usiskin, 1982, p. · 5). These six weighted sums and 
. ' 

















weighted Sum ( ~ . ' , Ass1gned C1asslcal Level 
0 '{. 




3 = 1 +, 2 2 
7 = 1 + 2 + 4 3 
15 = 1 + 2 + 4 .+ 8 4 
31 = 1 + 2 + 4 + 8 + 1~ . 5 
the property o~"Fix.ed Sequen·c.e, ; stu.dent So according · to 
has to meet the criterion ~n 
preceding levels in order_., 
If we delete· lev~I 5 
a certain levei and ~11 
be assigned "that l .evel. 
(modified theory) , which is .....____ .. 
41 
0 
worth 16 points, then the number of weighted sums that can . 
are doubled: 






15 or 31 4 . 4 
'A breakdown of each weighted sum with the -cor res-( ·. 
pending assigned van Hiele levels is given in ~able III in 
' . 
Chapter III. 
In Table V and ~ble VI the distribution of all 
. students int~ the va'~ Hie'!e . levels using each crit~rion is 
given. There are distinct changes in the number of 
. I 
' 
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Number and Fercentages of Students 
at Each van Hiele ·Level Using 








31 15.4 ' 
., ·· 4B 23.9 






5 · 2.5 
38 18.9 
SB 28.9 
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Table VI \ \ 






' I . 
Classical ·Modified 





'31 · 15.4 31 15.4 
• 
77 3A.3 79 39 . 3 
45 22.4 v 46 22.9 . 21 10.4 23 ,11.4 
7 3.5 8 4.0 
.. 1 0.5 '-~·-: ___ , 
. . 
. 19 9.5 !.!! . 7.0 ___., 


















the · stricter criterion. 
• ......._,.."'tl 
The number of students 
I 
Level 0 
' ~ increases from 4 students to 31 students using t e classical 
• .. 
theory~ an increase of :p% of those ~~a:ssifiable 
increase is simi~ar with the modified th~ory; fr 5 
students to 31 stude.nts _which corresponds to an 
13% of tho~e classifiable. 7he number of studen 
1 increasds. from. 3! 'to 77, an- increase of 23% of 
' ' 
classifiable in t .he classical theory. The incr~ 
modified theory is from 38. to 79 corresponding 
' ~ncrease· of those classifiable_. The number of 
Lev:l 2, 3, and 4 decr~ases slightly goi~g from 
criterion to the stricter crit~rion. : 
ncre~se of 
s· in \.J:.e\r~l 
those\ 
se in \he 
a 20% 
pents in' 
3 of 5 
The ,tact that more people "fit'~ 'with the m~dif ied · 
. \ 
theory than- the classical ·means that many "students f eached 
> ' . 
the criterion on Level 5 items but not on one or .rno of the 
lower level items. ·" .. This ra1ses rnany _ quest~ons 
' 
validity. of Level. 5 itei}\S and the . existence of 
L 
-t .hat. are be.yond the scope of this investigation. 
-
.. 
The mean v~n Hiele·levels are reported in 
There is little difference between ·the means found. us 
. . . ' 
classical and·modified theories. · Using the 3 of 5 cr // . . 1 ' 
. ' 
the .average _van Hiele level of those classifiable ' is 
(Lev~l~~r the classical theory 
the rnodi~ied theory. . The mean\:van 
• I~ 
stricter .critertofi drops slightly 
' 
cla'ss;l.cal and modified theories. 
' 
:~ ·~~ 
Hiele level using · 
II" . 


















"' -•' . 
·. 
~nd Standa,a" Deviations of 
Assigned van Hiele Levels 
... 
3 of 5 criterion n 
Classicpl 135 
Modified ' 167 .. 










2. 71 ' . 
,,;Y' • 
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r "'"• , 
...... 
·Classical 182 1'. 45 ' 
·- . . 









· / ·· . 
'. 
It i; ·important to rea~i~·e · in this· study .'t!here were 
'two mci~tegories ~f students·. Category 1 represents 'those 
.. 
who have studied ,adva~ced mathematics t~ gr~de 9 and in grad~ 
.. 
' ' . "t 
101, thus, having' done two· full years o~ geometric proofs.· ., • 
.;- I .... ~. . . . , 
Categ~ry 4 repres.en~s' student·s wh~_ . havE; studied the a·~ademic . · ·. 
• • " • • •• ' J ·~ ' • ~ ~ ..... 
• mathematics program in both grades 9 and 10. It was e~pected 
. . ' . .. - . '. ' 
,. the average va~ Hiele · level to be higher ."for the advanced 
. "' . . · ;, . . ' ~ ~ 
~students ·chan those do~nq the academ1c program and th1s was 
. . ... . . " . 
. 
• 
' th~ case in this study, . but only by a little less· than one 
' . ' ' 
l ' < 















level. The, n~f:t·r of _students, the aver~ge va~ IJ).ele lev~l r""'"- _ 
imd standa.:rd deviation for . each cate..gor·y is giveh in ·Tabl-e. · 
VIII • . ·Since category ~ (~_dyance;d math~atics gracle ; 9. to 
' . .. ' ' ' 
advanced mathematics grade· 10) a~d category 4 (academic· 
mathematics·· grade· ·g to academic mathematics grade 10) 
.. 
' ' # 
· contain. the majority qf mathematics stude'fits it was of. · 
. .. 
f 
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~ J .. .. 
Means and -Standard Deviations of the van Hiele Leve~s . in categories 1 a nd '4 with 
resu1ts ·of t-test jt.....;_ . . , .. ·· - · · " 
·, 
3 o.t: -5 criterion 
cateqocy ~ 
: cat~qory 4 
4 of 5 criterion 
category l _ 





• - - - ·¥ 
·• 
n X s .d. 
• 0 
• · U 2.85 •• 25 
3 . 55 
82 2.~0 1.04 
• 
55 . ~.98 a l.O~ -
"" 4.44 
















. n . x 
56 :2.66 
98 2.05 . 
59 ·1 . 97 
~ll - 1.24 
~ 
. M:xli.fied . 
s.d • t-value 
0.94 
3.72 1:oo ._; 
. 
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inte~ t~ note the difference betw~en their average in the 
van Hie1~ ~~s. Using the 3 of 5 criterion, the mean van 
Hiele levels for stijdents in category 1 were 2\~5 (classical) • 
c;nd 2. 66 (m~difi·ed). ·The me; levels in category 4 were 
2.10 (classical:) and 2. 05 ·cmoqJfied) • ·using the stricter 
cr.iterion; the mean van Hiele level·s in category 1 were 
1.98,(c1assical) and 1.97 (modified) and in category 4 were 
l. 23 (classical·)' and l. 24 (modified) • Th'e difference 
• 
between the' mean van Hiele levels .for students in' c~tegod.es 
1 and 4 was found to be s~gnificant at the .001 level · for 
both criteria.' 
.. 
. • . . . 
0 
Question 2 .. 
. 
What are the proof-writing capabflities of students at the 
end of' grade 10? . ~ • 
An item analysis of. the proof test arid the number I. ' • 
' .. . . 
and percentages of students scores on each item is -contained 
. . ... . . . 
in Table IX. The dvera1i mean on the proof test, using the 
.: scale of 0 to 4, . was 2. 23 with a ·-standard deviation of 1 ~ 12 • 
The . mean score of each item it~ repor.ted in the item analyses. 
, . 
.Item' 5 had the lowest mean of' l. 38 and Item 4 had the highes~ 
I ' 
,mean.of ~.91. It was also · interesting to '~ote the mean on 
1f. 
the proof test for ·each category (Table X). Category 1 
. ' 
. . . 
· stud.ents who · have had tw~ yea_rs of writing geometric proofs 
. ' . . . . ' 
_should d~ - better tnan~hose in ~ategory 4 who hav~ had only 
• • 





























Number, Means and s·tandard Deviation of .ores on 



























category l ·was 2.56 only slightly better than the mean ' on 
••• 
. . 
the proof test for category 4 students ·:which was 2. 08. 
~However, the m?an proof scores for students in ca~egories 1 
and 4 using' a t-test were found to be significantly different 




• What is the relationship between the·van Hiele level of 
thinking and proof-writing achievement?· 
• 
The correlations between the proof scores for each 
item and weighted sums and van Hiele levels, using both the 
,_..~ 
3 of 5 and 4 of ~criteria are reported in Table XI. The r • 
• , 
average score on the proof test correlated best overall with 
., 
the levels ranging from .4,to .53 using .3 of 5 criterion. 




• ! .. v 
1 
, ... -· 
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Pearson Correlation Coefficients Between the Weighted 
Classical and Modified Leveis with Each Item~ 
and· Average S.core on the Pr~Test*. 
- ~ .. 
Pl P2 P3 P4 .. P5 
3 of 5 criterion t I 
< 
weighted sum _): .37 .34 .34 .25 .30 
-~ classical levels .43 .37 .39 .32 .41 
• 
modified leve_ls .38 • 37 .35 .31 .39 
·4 of ·s criterion 
Weighted SUm " .37 .34 .• 31 .28 .39 
classical levels .38 .33 .37 
.. ,. .. 27 .43 
• modi~ed levels . :-:1 .39 .31 .38 .27 .44 
*All cor~lation coefficients significant at ~e .001 level. 
~i 
"\ 
·., -~ \ 
... 
.... -- -.. -.. ~~'-'"'~-... -- ~- - . 
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The ~ver~ge score on the proof test also correlated higher 
than the individual items with the van Hiele levels ·using 
the stricter criterion. The range is from . • 4/ to .49. The 
classical ~heory generally yielded higher correlations as 
did the 3 of 5 criterion. The fourth item on the ··proof 
test correlated the lQwest using both criterion, ranging 
, ... 
from .25 to .32 for the 3 of· 5 criterion and from .27 to 
( 
.28 for the stricter qriterion. 
The correlations between . the van Hiel~ levels .and 
. . 
·average score on the· ·prJdf .test far students in categories 
. . 
.. 
1 and 4 are give~ ·in Table XII. ~he correlation coefficients 
for catego~ 1 wer~ found to b~ slightly higher than the 
correlations for category 4 in all cases except for the 
;1 
modified levels usi11g both·cri.terion, 
IR all cases the correlation coefficient were 
• :statistically significant at the .001 level. Hypothesis 1 
'1. . 
was then tested to see if any relationship existed betwe~n 
the students' van Hiele levels and their proof-writing 
achievement. 
-
. _ j .Hypothesis 1 
There is no significant relationship between the students' . 
J 
van Hiele levels a~d their proot-writing achievement. 
All Pearson correlatio~•coefficients calculated were 
found to be significant at the .001 level except for · those 
















Pearson Correlations .·B~tween the Weig.hted Sum, 
Classical and Modified Levels with ·the 
Average Score on the Proof Test 
3 of 5 criterion 
weighted sum · . · · 
classical level 
modified . level 




fo~ Categories 1 and 4 · * 
















' . 42 ,. 
.45 
.46 
* All correlatiap coefficients significant at the .001 level • 
.. 
·\ \ 
. ·" ' '""' ' 






































I • I 
females in category 1 and ~he van Hiele .levels;.-.of both 
classical and f!lOdifi·ed levels.' This was due to the fact 
of the small number of 13 female students in category 1. 
These corr~lation coefficients were significa~t at the .01 
·level an~ ar~ found in the second column in •Table XIII. 
. . .- ~ 
This null hypothesis was rejected, thus there exists 
,.. 
some relationship between the students' van Hiele levels and 
.... 
their proof-wf"iting • achievement. A student with hig~erxvan • '. 
H1ele levels tends to . score higher on the proof-test. 
( 




Are there sex-related differences in van Hiele levefs.or 
in proof-writing' achievement? 
The mean van Hiele ··leve~r the ·males. was slightly 
higher than t~e mean females' van Hiele level in ·all cases • 
. The mean levels ~or the fem~les, . using the 3 of 5 criterion, 
found in Tabl.es XIV and XV were 2.19 (classical) a·nd ·2. OS 
. ,-;, . . . 
r~ \ • . . . . 
(modi·fied) • ·:ri1e corresponding mean van Hiele level for the 
.. . 
males was found to be 2'.35 (classical) a~d 2 •. 33 (modified) • 
" 
using the stricter criterion,'the average van Hiele level 
for th~ .femalls wa·s ·1. 26 (classical) and 1. 25 (modified), 
for the males . the a~~rage level,. was~ ·L 57 (classical) and 
. . 
1. 5\J . ·(modified) • . No.te ' that the .a:e.rage . van Hiele levels 
dif.fered only slightly using the classical and modified 
. . . ~ 
theories. Breaki ng down category 1 students int6 males · and 
females, 'it was found that the males' average van · Hiele 
. \t l 
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Table XIII 
·The Pearson Correlations Between the :Average Score . on the Proof 
Females and the Classical · and Modified van Hiele Levels~ 
Males and 




. mod1\4~d levels -
\ 
4 of 5 Criterion 









Average on Proof Test~-
Females • 




• 54 .42 · 







OVerall Cat. l 











. . . . /" 
* ~1 c~~relation coefficients were significant at~e .001 level except for the 
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.. Table XIV 
-· 
.. 
Breakdown of Mean van Hiele levels for 
·": • wi.th results of t-test using the 
... 
-. 
- Classical . 
~ 2-tail 
- prob. , _ n X s.d. t-value 
"\_ 
•* 
Female 52 2.19 · 1.55 . 
I Overall 0.77 0.44? 




Female 12 2.67 1.16 
categocy_l 0.61 0.547 
Male 29. 2.93 1.31 
Fanal.e 39 2.08 1.13 
Catego:t:y 4 0.17 0.865 
Mll.e 43 2.U 0.96 
": 
' 








both Males anq Fema,lfs 
3 of 5 criterion 
f.hdified 
.. 
- s.d. t:..value n X 
64 2.05 1.06 
l. 75 
103 ·;2.33 0.98 
12 2.58 1.00 
0.32 
43 2.68 0.93 
51 ·1.94 - l.-04 
1.14 
47 
- 2.17 0.94 
; 
















.. · . 
-· ~ ___ .,_ __ _____ ·--- --- --- .. 
.. 
t 
Table XV - · 
... 
Breakdown of Mean van Hiele levels for both Males and Females . 
wlth results of t-test using the 4 of 5 criterion 
, 
Classical 
<" 2-tai1 • 2-tail 
- t-value ?s- s.d. t-value prQb. n ·x s.d. prot?. n 
- Fanale 73 1.26 1.11 73 -~. ··1.06 
Oue.ral.l 1.94 ·. ~ o. osa 2. 20 0.029 .. 
Male 1.09 1•57 l..Ol. 114 1.59 - 1.01 
Female 12 1.83 1.03 12 1.83 1.03 
Catec:p:ry 1 f 0.57 0.569 
' 
0. 51 0.610 • 
Male- 43 2.02 1.01 47 2.00 1.00 
' 
... 
Fatale 60 1.15 1.10 60 . 1.13 1.~ 
' Olt.eq:):ry 4 0.94 • 351 <. 1 . 22 • 0 . 222 
Male 51 1.33 0.93 & 52 1.37 0.95 , 
• 
(' • 












The•overall average score on the proof test for 
J. 
both fema1es and males, found in Table XVI, using all 
+ 
categories together, are relatively the sam~. When the 
categories were broken down the situation changed. -In 
57 
~category 1 the male'·· ave.rage was 2. 62 which was higher than 
the femaQe average of 2.28. In category 4, it reversed, 
' the female average of 2.26 was higher th~n!"'the male average 
of 1.86. 
. ' . The correlations between the average on _ the proof 
.. 
test and the classical and modified levels are _givep in 
Table XIII. 
. , . . 
O~erall t~e correlation was higher with the 
.... 
males using the 3 of 5 criterion b~ith the stricter 
criterion male and female correlation~ - were relatively the 
.. 
same • . The range was from .36 to .52 for females ·and . • 45 to 
• 59 for the males.. The highest:- <;:?rrelations for the females 
were with the classical (.51) and modified (~s 
using the stricter criter~on. ·~he highest c~rrelatio~r 
the males was with the classical level (.59) using the 3 of 
5 criteuion. In category 1, th~ fe~ales' mean proof score 
\ 
correlated higher with their van Hiele levels than did the 
' . . . 
males·. This was · dqe to the fact there were only 13 female 
students in category 1. ' -The highest correlation fo~ the 
. 
males in catec;Jory 1 wa.s again with the classical level (.57) 
.._ ..... -
using 3 ·of 5 criterion.· In category .4 ,. the males mean score 
on the proof test corr~l~ted higher .~sing the 3 of 5 























Mean Scor~s on the Proof Test Between Males and Females 
Overall and in Ca~egori~s 1 and 4 
with results of t~test 
., 
Group N Mean Std. Dev. t-vaiue 
r 
Female •• ~7 1.12 0.43 
Male 122 2. -20 1.12' 
.. 
o·. 99 Female J.'3 2.28 
• 
-1.09 
Male 53 2.62 1.01 
' 
. 
. #'emale 65 2.26 . 1.16 
Male 54 1:8\ 1.14 
. I 
1.85 





























the males using the 4 of 5 Griterion. The highest " 
. ,~ 
qo~elations for the males in category 4 w~e with the 
I 
' ' 
classical (.59) and modified (.58) levels using the 3 of 
, 
• 5 criterion. The highe~t· correlations for the females 
were with the classical·· (.52) and mo<:Iified <~j2) 1-~vels 
using the st"ricte:r; c~iter_i9? ~ ·.-· ) 
The fo_llowi.ng three hypothe)s were, checked for 
any _significant .sex-related diffe~ences between the van 
. ' . 





There is no sigtri'f1cant difference between the· ~an Hiele 
levels of male and female grade 10 students. ' · 
.. • 





.. . . l . 
hypothesis are .repOrted in(Tables XIV and ~- The average ·~ 
~ ) . . "' . ~ . . . 
van·. Hiele levels were <;ons1stent+y hi-gher for males than . 
. . ' .. ' . - . .. 
females in both the cfassical a~d- ·modi;-\ed theories usinq 
. . . . . ·. . . . . . ' 
both ·criteria. 'These. differe_n
0
ces in m~an v~n" ·~iei!'!' levels 
~ . . 
between males and females were foun'd not to be ·> 
., . significant~y different.' Also, ~when the malE{ and ·female 
. ' ( . . .. ~ 
' ' .
students ·were separated into ,a)P9ories 1_ an~ 4, the 
t~":'alua~ calc~lated. w~r:_. _no: :·a~n*f~capt at ·th~ o. 05 1Ei~el .• · · 
~~Q.i~s. XIV a~d XV giv~ ..,a bre~~down·~ of t~~ ~-t~ of Ae 
t-test ~n categories 1 and .4 respectivf!l1Y. · The t~values 
. for category. 1 stud~nts ranged· f:r;om .o·. 61- to :o-. 51 and · for 
. . . ~ . . . . 
. ' 
'·. ' .. ~ 
' , . . , . . 
. ·
. . 
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category 4 'the t-values r,al'lged from 1. 22 to 0.17. 'None 'of 
0 '\ T .. ; 
'the. t-values wer.e sigrtificant at the. 0. 05 level thus no 
ade.quate grounds exist for rejecting this null hypothesis. 
, Therefore, no significant difference exists between the 
m~es' van Hiele levels and tne females' van Hiele levels • 
.· .• . 
Hypothesis 3-
' . 
The;e .,is no significant difference between ' proof-wrif ..tng 
, . i:u:furevement of male and fetrft!.le grade 10 st~dents·. 
I 
of the ~test ~sed .to test the above . ·.A-. ., 
\.... 
The reliul ts 
hypothesis are found in Table XVI . The t-values calcuiated 
'for all ·students and· for students in categories 1 and . 4 · · -
, ~ . I 
· were not significa~t· at t{e c.~osen • 05 level ~f significance.· 
. . 
Thus,g_rounds exist,> for rejectipg this null hy.pothesis. 
Therefor€,-no:significant difference exists between•the 





' Hy~thesis 4 
· ...... 
·The re a .··o' shi ·. between the males, .· van Hiele levels: and · 
2_000£-writ (} achievement is not significantly different., . 
from the r~latibnshie betwe~n the ~emales' van Hiele 
All relevant ·,pairs qf P.earson correlat1,ion 
. . . . . ' . . . . /• 
coeff~cierits·between'the average. score on _a proof test 








·• · r 
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for male· and"' females and the van Hiale levels found in 
Ta~le xi1¢ were tested for significan~e. A z-test using 
Fisher.• s z-transformation for·. testing -t~ignificance 
, . 
bet~een correlations coefficie.nts .was used to -test this 
hypothesis. The z-test values for the overall correlations 
~anged from -1.09 to .388. For category 1 the range,of 
_z-tes~~alues was .• 04~ to •. 912 ant fo"r category 4, the . 
values. ranged from -1.03 to • 83. · In ordeJ; to be · ._ : · 
II • I It\ • 
significant'<a~ the • 01 level of significance a z-test 
value of ±2.57 was ~quirAd. 
... . KJ 
Since all z-test values · 
... . 
• • calculate~ were less than the required level, no grounds 
.. ( . . 
exist for rej-ecting this n'ul'l hypothesis·. Thus i . the 
. . . . . . 
'relationship between the males' van Hiele levels and proof-
. . t 
·writing achievement is not significantly different.from the 





The data collected in the study relative to the 
t 
four questions and hypotheses stated in Chapter I have 
been presented -in this chapter~The discus~o~ of the 
results. and implicatio"ns are given in the £0itng 
'. 
chapter. 
I , • 
' ' 























































CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS 
, 
.. In this. study, it was attempted to . determine the 
. . 
van Hiele levels and proof~writing achievement of · a sample 
•• 
of grade 10 students in Newf,oundland. It was also tried 
• 
to de.termine. if a relationship exi.~ts between a student's 
' ' 
van Hiele level and his/her proof-writing achievement. 
' Also investigated -were the percentage' o.f students who • fit' ./ ,.. 
thq van Hiele theory. Both · the classical. ~nd modifi~d · 
1 
(Level 5 omitted) theories were considered. There were 
two. ma·in categories of •students involved in this study; 
. ' 
Category 1 students-who have pad .two•y~ars of doing -formal 
. . \. . 
geometric proofs and category 4 studen.ts : who have had only 
O'ne year of. writing proofs • . Most · ·~~~lyses . used. were done 
. with all students together and' sep~~ately with stu,den~s in 
I 
cat~tori~s 1 and 4 • 
.. 
The van Hiele theory includes five sequential 
'levels of geometric reasoning · as well as five properties 
of these levels·. ' It also offers a series of ·five phases .· 
, I • I 
of learning · that can enable a student to go from one level 
to the next. Thd' main clailt of, the van Hiele theory for 
. . . 
... 
. thi:s .study.r9is that students · need to be at 1 vel 4 to be· 
.! 
.._ able 'to 't!rite proofs with understanding Jlnd most grade 10 
~ 
stu~ents are onl~t ~ev~l 
' J 
• 







































0 The population under investigation in this study 
was all advanced and academic mathematics. students _in all 
school districts east of Clarenville for the school year 
i • 
1982-1983 • . A samp1 was chosen randomly from this 
population and cont,ained 201 students. Students.,were , 
• • 
stratified into ma~e and female<:;;:~udents and again further 
stratified into categories 1 and 4. 
The questions and hypotheses put forth in this 
. , I ,./ 
study were t~sted using a .'~n Hiele l~e1 test and a pro_of-
writi~g achie,;ement test adopte~ from thp CDASSG project. 
These - iJ~ruments ·.were' ~ound to. be bo_th_ re_li~~le and . valid~ 
for th.is study, A pilot study of 51. students was conducted 
. . ' 
before ~e. start of the main research •. Both,tests were 
admini ster.ed and corrected by the investigator of ' thi~ 
study • . • Grading ·criteria were ·set before evaluation of the 
students' tests took p1ace and raridolt11Y che~ked•. ' Studertiii,$ 
f 
were assi~ed a van Hiel.EJ level according to a weighted sum. · · 
- : . . . 
. The average on the proof ·,sco_res , was then corre1ated with the 
l . • I 
students' van Hie1e level.· The results of the questions and 
-.,.. 
·• .; hyJ?Otheses statec;1, -i~ Chapter :r with resu1 ts given in Chapter 
• •- .~ ,.. I 
. . . ~ 




































"' Di scuss·ion of , the Results 
The 
{ . 
results of this study are discussed in ~!ltl-s 
. / f 
chapter and include comparisons to the results of the 
CDASSG project as stated by Usiskin (1982} ana Senk (19'83). 
NUmber of Students Who • Fit' the (b:eory 
__ .,. .... . • 
l 
Usiskin (1982) found that 68% of students were 
" classifiabl·e into a classicai van H.iele level using the · 
<- . . 
1 3 of 5 criterion. In this study relatively t~ same 
percentage of-.67% was found even though the nWObers of \ . 
students involved in. each study were drast'ically different. 
. ' r 
Usiskin's study contained cis many as 2057 student;s, this 
' 
study haq. a -sample size <?f ~01, yet the results ' in mos~ 
cases were the -same. ·usiskin ( 1982) found 79\ to fit tlte 
classical van Hiele theory 'on the stricter criterion. . 
.. 
Th}.s study found 9 0% to fit the classical van Hiele th~ory 
us~g the:· 4 of 5 criterion. For the modified t~ory, · 
usiskin found 87% to 'fit using the 3 of 5 criterion ~and 
86% using the stricter criterion. 
.,. . 
This study found 
·' i·· 
similar results of 83% for the 3 of .s criterion and 93% 
. for 4 of S criterion. Irideed, 'it appear~ that the 
modi'fied theo~y gives a ·. be_tter fit ~han the 1classica:J. 
' theory. That is,.. the deletion of level 5 does enable 
, \ 
• · \ mor e students t d tf>e classi fied. 
.. 
.  




















































It is discouraging to note' that when u~ng the 3 of 
~ 
5 criterion only 6.% (classical) and 9~-~.% (modified) we~e 
' actually at the deduction level even after at least one 
full year of doil\g geometric proofs. These percentages . 
dropped R\ore when the 4 ·of 5 criterion was used; 3.5% 
(classical) and. 4. 0 {modified} were at the deduction level 
These results bring up the qu:stion · f at the end of grade 10. 
of . in,truction time. · i'he van Hiele theory is based upon 
instruction 'time as Usiskin reported in his comparison with 




Dina van Hiele (1957) reports ,~aving 
been able to lead students from level 
1 to 3 · in 70 •lessons; 20 llessons to 
go from Level l to Level 2 and 50 ' : 
/ 
more lessons to· go from Level 2 to . 
Leve 1 3 • ( ~ 9 8 2, p. 3 9) 
So it seems the amount of instruction time before 
•• grade 10 in geometry is a . very ;important faQtor. This also 
! 
brings ?Ut the id.e'a< of a developm~ntal aP.Proach to geometry 
from grades K-12 based upon ·the van Hiele leveis. . ;his has 
major implications for the c:harigirHf of mat~~ tics 
,}curriculum in 
1
ali grade levels. 
- ' . 
The Meal). van Hiele Level 
' ', ~~ . 
, . . . The. mean va'n Riel'S le~ for ·this study was 
·dete'rmined to be 2. 2 9 and 2. 22 for the classical and 
modified ·. levels respectively using the· 3 of 5 criterion. 
. . 
. -
usiskin' found the averaqe van Hiele level for the stud~nts 

































in the spring to be 2. 73 for the classical and 2. 55 for 
I 
the· modifJed with the 3. of 5 criterion. The. average van 
~iele levels for this study using the 4 of 5 criterion 
\ 
,Jfre 1.45 for both the classical and ·modified theory~ 
Usiskin 1 s average van "iele le~l.s\were l. 77 and 1. 79 for 
._ " . I 
the classical. and rnodif:!ed levels. respectively. The mean 
van Hi ale levels are consistently higher in Usiskin 1 s 
,~ 
study than in this present studYf) There are some 
impor~ant factors to be . con~idered with this comparison • 
. 
• 
In jthe Uni~d States, secondary school geometry is stu.died · 
·in 'a single year, normally in .the tenth grade (Usiski~ 
. , . 1&, 
1982). In Newfoundland geometry and algebra are both. 
taught in grade 10 mathematic's, so instruction time of 
g~metry ~iffer~ grea~ly • . Age iJ ~noth~r i.m~rtant fa.cto.r; 
· the United States students hav.e the option of doing this · 
geometry course in any ye~r of ' secona,ary . school. In · . 
. . 
Usiskin' s study 4 7% of the students were at tl)e age of ],5 
. I . 
which is the average age of grade 10 students in 
Newfourdland. ·Thirty-four percent of the students ihvolved 
• in CDASSG project were 16 years of age and over '(Usiskin, 
' 
. ' 1982, p. 95) • 
• . 1 
level for J.:e 1~: students }.n 
Newfoundland were therefore consiste:::J .... low~l;' t ·hiin those 
, . 
The mean , van. Hiele 
found .in th~ CDASSG project. These low van Hiele levels 
. l . 
indicate that the major~ty of grade 10 Newfoundland students 
. 
are not ready for . a study of deductive reasoning. 
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• In this study the average_ van Hiele level for the 
advanced mathematics students (category ~) was only slight~y 
' better than th~t for the academic mathematics students 
• 
(category 4). The difference ~f average level.s in each 
category• was .app'roximately 0. 7 .a ~evel. 'This was possible 
due to the fact that one of the seven schooll:i · i.nvol ved did 
not offer the advanced mathematics programs.. This made it 
• .. 
necessary :-for ad,vanced students in this school. .to do the 
academic p~am. Another reason for the smal.~ difference . 
... 
in ··average van Hiele levels ·between. catego_ry 1 and 4 was· . ' 
possibly due ~o the smaller 'sample size of 66 i.n category l.. 
1 It was' al.so found in this study ·- that no significant 
' ~ . ' 
.· 4 
di£ ferenc·e existed betw~en the van . Hiele l.~vel s of male and 
.. 
female students in either category. 
'-- - .-
·" ' 
I • I frs up's Cl.aim 
l'lirzup' s claJ.m (1976) stated that "The major~ o~ 
. . 
our high school · students are at the first leve1 of develop.:... . 
. -. 
merit in geometry, while the course they take demands the 
fourth l~vel of tbought." (p. 9~) • . 'The data found i 'n this 
study. does support the fir.st part of this claim. • The latter' · 
. • . t 
pa.rt of this claim wa~ not investigated i.n this study. The 
I 
average van Hiele lev~1s ranged from 1. 4 5 to 2. 29 depending 
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' Proof-Writing Achievement 
.- ..... , 
· The average score on the proof test for this study 
' ;
· · , was determined ·to be 2. 2 3 and the results from the CDASS_G 
project were simi~ar with a proof average on the same six 
proof item~ of 2. 34. It was anticipated that. the category ,--
·~ . "' ~· 
1 students would do much better than category ·4 students 
~ .. 
since these students have been- writing proofs for'· 2 years 
. . I 
.. 
while the students in category 1 ~ave only 1 year of 
writing geometric proofs. The means for category 1 and 
. , • 
category ·4 are ·2.56 ahd 2~08 ' respectively using a grading 
~ . . . . 
soaie ~f 0 to 4. . ~galn,. thls may be due . to the' smal~er . 
.;., 
nuniber·s in c .ategory 1 or . the fact that one schq_ol did not 
"· ~ ~ ' 
' < • • 
offer the adv~nced mathematics program which would likely 
inflate the mean. · There ~as no'l.gnificant ·~-erenc~ ·. 
found between the male a:t:ld female students' scores. on tne 
proof · test· in both ·categories which ·is contrary to some 
.. . k · · ' I 
studies th~t have shown m'aH1s to be superior to girls in 
~athernatical problem so~ving abilit~. 
b 
The Relationship Between van Hieie · Levels 
arid Proof-Writing Acltevenient 
3 
All correlations that were calculated, e _x.cept· 'for 
... -
# · 
females .in category 1 as e~plained in Chapter IV, were . 
signific.anl . ·~ at the .001 ~e~el. Usis~in' s corre1a~iCs \ · 
• y_ , . . ,I . 
~ . \ 
were similar,~a,ng_ing from • 57 to . • 62 between the pro~£ 
. . 




















the van Hiele level of the student, the greater his or her 
. 
chance of being able to write geometric_ proofs. If a 
student has a low van Hiele level, success at writing 
proofs seems highly unlikely. Correlations between the 
\ 
van Hiele level and psoof-writing ·achievement were only 
slightly higher for those students in -category 1 over those .. 
in category 4. Again, there were no significant ' · 




r. . differences 
_ ____.. ____ · ·· -----·~ -- - - · ·- . . - -·· 
between the males '• van·· H~ele level and__goo::..:f=--- -~-
- -~ ~ I 
• I 
t 
' [ -· 
.. 
I 



















writing relationship and the relationship of/ the females' 
/ 
vaq Hiele l~ve~ andproof--writing a~hievem~nt: Usiskin 
found-1-M same conclusions ·copcerning equality among the_ 
·. \ . 
sex~s except ~r the spring van Hiele levels 'which were 
+'!' 
consistently different favor_ing the .mafe students. · 
.Sununary of the Discussion of Results 
f 
The followi.ng is_ a: summary of the results as 
. 
discussed in th~ previous section: 
• '· c. • • 
1} The.re is · a 1arge ·majority _·of st'uden~s who are 
' . 
classifiable into ~ther of the --~lassic~l and 'modifie~ . ' 
"' 
.., 
theories with more students be~ng c~assifiable into the 
~ .. 
modif i.ed theory • 
.. 
2) The average van Hiele levels for the classical 
' . 
van Hiele theory were 2. 29 and · 1.45 using the 3 of 5 and 
• o 
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• 3) The average van Hiele levels ' for tht! modified -
theorY' were 2. 22 and 1.45 using the 3 of ·s and 4 of 5 
criterions respectively. 
~ 
4) There exists a significant relationship between 
\ 
the studei\tS' assigned van Hiel.e level and their proof-
writing achievement. 
5) Ther~is no significant difference between the 
~ 
van' Hiel.~ levels of male and female grade 10 students • 
I 
6) There is no ·significant difference between 
. . 
L , 
proof_-writing ,achievement of mal.e and f~rnale grade 10 
Students. , 
- - . . . .1 . - " 
7) The .relat'lpnship. between·the males'- 'UIB.n ·l{iele 
. ' . : 
levels and pr~{;£-writfng acidevement i~' ~ot signi£ic~ntly 
di.ff.erent from_ the re·l_a~_~n~i\ip between· .the females' van 




The' discussion of . the results h~s suggested that 
the majority-of .grade 10 students are not at th-appropriat~ -
•. til 
van Hiele level to ensure a l~kelihood of succes~ at writing 
proofs. Hoffer ' (l981), as d'oes Wirzup _(1976), ·claimed that 
-the present experiences in_ elementary and jun'ior high 
. . . ~ ' ' .. . . 
school mathematics - are '-insufficient to enable most students' 
~o writ~ geo_metri~ proofs .1 .. at~r i~ _ hi~~ .schcMl~ - ·_ 'l'h~s study 
























bef~high school. Geoinetry ,should be possibly taught 
using a developmental approach if we"desire students who 
have more geometry knowledge and are highly successful at 
writing proofs • The van yrele theory offers a remedy. 
. _.. 
, 
Level l geometric concepts could be introduced at the 
pd:mary level an¢1 
devel~ped through 
the concepts of levels 2 and 
eleme~ta~ and junior high. 
~ I 
• 
3 could be 
This would 
• 





3 so : they may ·have a high chance of 1 succ·~ss at ~riting· I , . 
' ' . 
proofs with undekstanding., . If this 'developmental, 
' . - /~~ 
systematic direction does not take place, then a non-proM 
. . ' . ·.. \ ' -- - - . . . . 
alternative geometry course co~ld be offered. Presently, 
the majority of students · in gJ.:ade 10 geometry are nait · 
highly successful at writing proofs. 
The · results· of this· stu~Y. also have ill!plications ,.for 
.·the teacher: who- could trY, to determine the levels at whicQ . 
-students are operating, making · it possible to match content . . 
~ '. I . ' . 
and ~eaching rnethods.u The t~ng ~et.~~ds · m~st be adjusted 
· to meet the -level at .which tbe sludent is operating, ~o 
• 
enable. the student to learn with ~nder.standing and.not by· ·· 
memqrizing. · · " 
'l'hes~ ·. impli'~ations0ant\ opi~ions, b~sed on · the .,;;' o 1 I 
/ ' 
results .of t~is study are onl.;,r a 'few of~ many th'at should ' .: ! 
· be investigated·~· One .. of the maj~r im.,p.li~atiohs ·for further· · 
' : \ . 
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7Z ,, . 
{ . 
testing of a Grades . K - 12 geornet:r;y cou~se based on the van 
Hiele levels. Some other·· q~estion~ that need to be 
I iinswered by further research are: 
,, 
<~\) . would a prereq\lisi.te course in logic lead to 
l 
an improvement o _f p~~oof-writing a~hj..evement? 
• . · I 




geometry course. ~nd .. shou~d ~ al 'te.rnatii. ve· non-proof 
. . . ' . . ~ . . . . ~ 
course· :pe offe.red .for those who have · l.~ttle 




success in wri~in?' proc)f~?, . '\ . . . . . .. .. . .. 
~~· . · .~dW:t:h:: ::e~::::n:~e::P::2::;r:;::::; .or 
• ' ~ ', '.' ,' ' < ' o j o ' # :1 •, o o ' • I ,: ~ l ' • •, ' : · ' ' ' : ', '10 ' • • 
student~··. who:cou.l..d W:t;":lte 'geometri'c .'pro6fs .. wi~h. _l,u1derstandi.ng? 
• • • .. .. : · I . • '' -· ' • ' •·. · • . : . " . . ' · . T 
. . 
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VAN HIELE GEOMETRY-'l'EST 
( CDASSG PROJE~T; . Us iski~, i ;L 9 8 2) 
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Which of these are squares? 
·.(A) K only 
' (B) L only· 
(C) .· M only .· · t~. 
(D) L and M only· . -K 




........ . I'. ' I 
• 
. ·Which of these are triangles? 
- ~ .. .·~ . K/ .7 
V .'v ·w 
.u. 
.. 





I (n) ~ and -X ?~ly 
(E) v_ .a~·d w d~ly · 
Whic~ of ~h;e -~~?·: 
' I \y • 
' - . 
' ' '· 










·s and T only 
S anlf U only ~ · 
All are rectangles. 
. . 
I ' I ' • 
•• • 
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Which of these :~re oes? , • : ~ . . 0 . 
r-1 fi' 0 :r ~ . H 
(A) . None. of these ae sq~ar.es •. 
l 
.;_(B) _G Oh)lY 
l . I 
(C) •· F and G only • 
(D) · G and I : orily · 







• t ;.. 
5. Which of the'se are pa:r;allelogram~? 
~ 
\ L 7 :r M 
.. , • (A) J· only 
(B) L only 
' (C) ·J and M only ~ 
CDf'--None _of these a're parallelograms. 
(E) All are parallelograms. 
~ 6~ PORS is a ~re. 
L 
I .---* 
Which relationship is true in all ~quares? 
(A) · PR and _'RS have the same length. 
; (~~. 1 OS _and PR\_a~e perpend.icular: 
. ( ~ PS and OR ~e perpendicular • 
.,(p) PS' and os have the s~m~ leng~h ~ 
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a rectangle GHJK, - GJ and 
. ..... 
.. _} " 




. 'cg]~ . . _; . 
"' . . :r I \' 
Which of (A) - (D) is not true in ~very rectangle? 
{A) · There ·are four rig~t angle~. ·, . 
-..... (B) . There are four sides. ), 
{C) The dfago~als have _the same 'length. \ 
{D) The opposite sides have the same length • . ...::./ 
{E) All of (.A) - (D) are true in every rectangle. 
~. A. rhombus is a 4-sided figure with all sides of the.same 
length. , " 
Here are three examples. I .'I/ 
., 
Wbich of (A) ~ (D) is ~ t«ue in every rhombus? 
JA). The two •_diag'tihals have_ th.same .length:. 





The two diagonals are perpendicular. 
' . The opposite .angles have the same measure, 
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An 'isosceles . triangle is a triangle with t~ sides of 








·Which of (Af - (D) ···· is true in •every .isosceles triangle? 
(A) The three sides must · have the same length .• 
(B) One side must have twice the length of another · side • 
(C) There must be at least ' two anglef with the same 
measure. \ ~/" 
(D) ~he three angles must have the same measure. 




10. TWo circles with centers P and 0 intersect· atR and. s 
~ form a 4-sided figure PRO~· Here examples. 
I. 
·r.! 
Whi~h of (A) - (D) is ~ always true? 
(A) PROS will hav~ two pairs of sid~s-of equal length. 
(B) PROS will have at least two angles of equal measure. 
. ~C) Th~ lines PO and R5 will be perpendicular • 
(D) Angles P and 0 will have the same measure. ·'' · 
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Which ~s correct? 
. (A} If· 1 .is 
•\ 
true, 
Fi'gure F is a re_c..tang1e. 
Figure F-~ri41Fle •. 
/ 
then 2 is true.· . 
(B) _,.,..I~ r ,is false, tthen 2 is · true. 
. ' " """"', 
(C). 1 a'nd 2 cannot both be true • 
< Dl 1 and .2 cannot both be false. · 
(E) None ol {A) - (t>) is correct. . 
Here · are , two statements .• 
.. 
Statement S: AB<; has three pides. of -. t~t! same length • . 
~ ' . 
Statement T: In ABC, B and C have the same measure. 
\ . fl. 
Which is correct? 
\(A) §tatements· _s and T. cannot ,hath -b~ . ~rue.' 
(B) · If s is true•, then T is true. 
, (C) ht {;, is t~ue, then s is true. ? .. ., 
(0} - ~ xf· Sis false, then Tis faise. 
(E) None of (A) . - (D) is ·cprrect. -f 
. . .. 
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(B) Q only 
(C) R only 
• 
(D) p and Q only • ,. (E) Q and R only 
Which ·is true? ) 
(A)~ All properties of rectangles are ·properties of all .· ) squa~J;es • " · · · · • 
(B) / All propertie's of s9uares are pr~perties ·of, all 
. · . · rectangles. · · · • · 
(C) ~1 properties of 
· parallelograms. I . . . 
'([>) · All· properties of 
parallelograms. 
(E) None of (A). - _(D) 
rectangles are pr9perties of all 
square~ · are prOperties of. all . 
is true. 
• 
7 ·. ' 
• 1.5 •. ·what..,do . all rectangles have that some parallelograms do 
not have? "' r • . 
. 





·• . . . 
diagonals equal 
opposite sides para~lel 
opposite angles ,equal. ' 
none of (A) • - (D) 
.. 
. I 
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Here is a 
ACE,~ABF, 
o.f !d3C • . -~ - . 
.., \ 
. \ 
right triangle ABC. ·Eqhilateral 
and BCD-have been .constructed~ 
. . . ·i 
• 
\ : 






,.,. ' . t\ . 
·t ' . 
can prove. t -hat AD, BE; !nd . 
What would this proof tell· 
F~om th~s inf~ation, one 
CF have a · point in common. 
you? 
. . . - . (A) Only in ·this triangle drawn can ·we be sure that 
. 'tAD, BE and m' have a point in common. " 
(B)~ In some b':lt ~~t all right t~ian.gles, AD, . Jl'and: · ~ 
have a po~nt 1n common. ' . . 
(C) In ~ny right triangle, Afi, B·E :a\d 'Cr ·have a· point·. 
(D') .. 
(E) 
in common. . . 
f. 
In any triangle, AD, BE and CF have ~ - point in 
common. t 
., 
In any equilateral' triangle,- AD, BE and Clf· have a 
· . point in cqmmon. 
I 
Here are -'three properties -of a figure. 
. ' 
Property D: It has diagona~ of e9ual length. , ._ 
Property S: It is a square. 
Property R: It is a rectang-le •. 
Which is true? .. ., . _., (_.. . 
s which R. (A) D implies implies 
. ' 
(8) D• implies R .which implies s. 
(C). s implies R wh~ch · implies D • '• ~ 
(D) R implies D whi~h implies s. 
(E) R ~mplies s which impl-ies 0~ ' $ 
' 
0 ' '\ . . ' • ' . ' { ·f. ' , I 
' 
' . 
-r .;S .: ' I 
·' 
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' I t - ,. ~-.-··· ~- --...-~·· ;<'~.,..._.,.,...~ ....... ..-~-------··- - .. ·-
~ - . '· . . . ·. \ 
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two statements. ... 
. . ) 
If a fig~re is. a rectangle ,~-·th~·d its !diagonals 
bisect each other. , . . } 
I. 
II. If the diag'onals. of" a figure bisect each t'oth~r, 
the ,figure is· a rectangle. 







To prove I is. true, it is enough to prove that II 
is true • l , \ 
To' prove II is true, i~ is 
is tru,e. 
. . · ~nough. to;fprove ~h~t I · 
• I . 
To prove II is true, it is enough to find one 
r~ctangie whose diagQnals bis:ect each ~.ther. · 
To prove II is . false, it· is·~o~gh to find one 
non-rec~angle whose diagona_ls bisect each other. 
No~e ·of ,(A) (D) is correct. 
0 
; . .,. 
In geo'fnetry:"' .· 
. . ' (A) ~ Every ·t~rm can be defined and every true sta~ement 
can be proved true . . . 
' . . . . . "" 
(B) • ·EV§FY. term can be de~ined but it. is neqessary to 
· asftune that certain statements · are true. · " · 
(C) some· terms must be left undef-ined . but every true . 
statement can be prayed true~ 
. (D) Some terms must be left undefined and it . is 
necessary ,to have some statements which ~~e assumed~_ 
~ true. t ' ' - ' I< I "' ·-
"' 
'_ ( . (E) None of (A) .. . (D) is correct. « 
.. \ , ,-:... \ 
· ~ I 
r- : .... 
. . 
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• 
I .( 1) -. ~0 -I~nes perpe,ndicu1~r td th'e. s~e ~·ine, .are 
{.. . 
·. _parallel. . , :· ·· ·· : _. ·- .. 
( 2) · · A ~ine that is perpendicu1~u:: . to·· one. of ,:two . 
. · •parallel · lines is perpend~cular tO the other. 
( 3) If. two lines at:~ _equidi~t~nt ;· .:"then· .. they . are . · (J 
. {iarallel. . · . · ... .. · · · · • . . . · . ._. 
. • t I', , . : ,.. ! • .. . . 
In j:he fig\x1e belo~, it· is· given 'th~t 11-nes 1m and p. are 
perpend~CUlar and li~e~ ·nand p,are perpendiCUlar. , I 
lfh.ich of the above. sentences · .could be · the reason that 
J.,i}u~ m is parallel to lin·e -n? ' · 
' ... . .. 
I . • 
(A) (1) only 
~ 
·" p 
{B) .. ( 2) o_nly' 
(C) d~) only ., 
.. I' 
(D) Either ·.(l) .. .'or· (2) 
··. j . . · . 
(E) Either (2) or ' (,3.) · .: • . ' 
. , 14~- • . ' 
.<\ 
• • '1: 
In ~-geometry, one that is different· from the one you . 
· are used to, there are exactly four~. paJnts1' and . six !ines. 
Every line contains e~actly two ~oints. 'If . the points 
- are P, o,. R~and s, · tne _lines are (tlO), (P,R), (P,S), 
' 
(Q,R) 1 ,(Q,S), and (R,S). . , . ~ · 
. . . ... - p • . . '~- . 
-. . .. . 
·s 
•• • He~e are how the words 11 intersect 11 and "piral1el11 are 
used in F-geornetry~ The lines , (P,Q) a~d (P'1 R) intersett 
at P because . (P.,Q)' and {P,R) have P in common. 
. ~ . . 
The lines (P,O and (R,S) are 
no points . in tommon • . 
l>arallel becati.~e-' t.hey have 
From this information, which is cor~ect? 
(A) (P,R) an~ (Q1,S), intez:sect. 
(B) (P,R) and <q,s) are parallel. 
{C) (0 1 R) and .JR, S) are parallel; 
QZ, I' " I tP~ ( p, s) . and(:-(Q I R) . rnteraect •. 
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-' . . .. 
-To t ·risect an angl:e ·means to c:ivide it ··into three"parts . 
of eq~at measure.' In 184}, 1'> .L. Wan~ze~ PJiciyed that, . \ : 1 
· in qenerall it is . impossible to trisect angles \!sing' . \ ,. / 
only~ -compaiH1 and an unmarked ruler... · From his proc;>f, ·--·~ . 
what ·can you conclude? · , . · · · ., . 
. . .... .. . 




-.r i (A) In g~neral ) it ·is impossible to ~bisect . angle~ . -
u~ing oilly a- coinpa"$8 . C!-~Cl an .J.mmarked. ruler <·: . . . '· .-; 
· (B) I~·>generai, i-t. is ·. impossible to. trise.ct· angl:es· , ~ :_-· ::< . ·. . ,,. t . 
using only a compass and a I marked ruler • . ;_. · .·· ... : _ .. ] 
(C) In gen~ral; it is impossible to trise~t anql~s· · · ; : .. ~· · .-. i 
using any drawing tstrumentS.: . · · .. .. " = ··~ ~ , 1 
(D). · It is still po·ssib e tl)~~ i~ the futur~ some~ne . ~ ~ , ··:. -. .I 
~ay fii)a a . general , w.ay to t:r:\,~ect . angler~· usi'ng... ... 1 , 
o~ly a . c~mpass and a~ u~arke~ rqler. . . . .j ·, ,. 
(Ef No one w~ll eve~ be.lable tO" .fJ.nd a general method . 
for trisectin~ angl~s u~:ih~. O!l.lY a comp~~ .. and an . 
unmarked ~uler. . 1 · , t • • • . . 




"-1 . . .. . . 
., 
. . I 
........_.:, .. ~ : .· ·~·· 
• . <Q· . • ~ : . ! 
Ther.e is a geometry 
~hich ;he followi~g 
p',~ , . . ' . : 
invented ·by_. a ma~hei'I)aticia~J . i~ · · : .. ··. · · ~ · . . ·: . 1• 
is true: ! . · • · ·. • · ·- ·.; • ' · i 
. .-. .. ··... : .. ~~ ·, ' 
- ... . "j -. ..• · .. ' 
•. -The 81,111\ Qf the m~asures of the·.' an'qlep ot a .' · '. ~ . :-
• t'rianqle. is· l~sa ~tp4n· ·I sod.. · . · , _, ·· · y _.,.,._, ·\ • · • 
' . - . ' ; ': ,. 
Which · is correct?.) . · ' ., ' · . . ·• "'- ·· · :. - ·. 
. • • j .. , ~- \. t . . ;. . ' . ' ., . 
(A) ; 'made ·a m_is~ake in m~~surin~ t~e · ancil~a· of' _the ·:. \: · --., ' · · 
triangle. , . •. · · . .- .. .. ~ · - ~ · ., _:;) .. . . · . . • 
·: .· ! • ' ' ' . .,..__ .• . . • .. • . ' . ~ . . , . 
(B) J'made.a _mistake in logical reasoning.~ . ' ·. ; . .- ·. · · .. . · ·! · 
(c) ·J 'has· a 'wrorig idea ~f what 'is"me.ant by -~t~ . _:_ ~ : . . ·.~'· . ' .. 
• (D) J ~tart~d. wit~- ·~erept as~umptions :'thiu;_, tho&e· ·_. .· ·. _:· :: ·.··. ' ~ 
in,. the usual ~pmetry. -~ . ' · . : . · ~~ .. ~ . · . · ~ . · , .. ,. I-f . . . ' 
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' 24: . Two geom~tr; l;xx;~~ ci~efi~e ._the wo~-~r- reeti-~gl~ in ·, 
· different ways. Which is · true:? -·- - - · / 
R · 
. 
- . lo 
.. . -. 
~ . 
, \ ~ . -- . - I 
·. (~) _one of .th~ bOoks has· an error. /\ 
. . . . . . . .. .. I 
, (-B) One of:· th~ de'fini tions. 'is wrort9. T~ere canno_t be 
___ ·_· . two ' dif~ereht_ . definitio~~for· ~ect.angle. . ·-r -
• 
' 
. I . 
~ .. _ . " 
.I 
( 
(·C) The ··:re~tangles· in o·ne c;;f ;the'-J)ooks must have· 
. ,.... \ different prope!.~ies ·flJPlll t;ho~Et~n. the . oth~r·. . 
/?__ ... ·_ 
, ...._ · book. . ' · . . : ' 
' . . . I . 
(0) The· rectangles in one of the bOoKs must h~ve the 
same properties as' those in. the .other booR. 
.... -:- . 
· '(.~) THe properti~s· .o·£· ~ecta~gles in the two ·books · 
might be diffe!'ent. · . · . · · 1 · \ :. --
-- . -
.. . 't 
" 
. 
.. ·' / 
''.,, \... 
r~ ... -~ · ... 
' . 
· .~5. · S\lppose you·' have proved statements I and II. 
·, 
. . 
I. If ~- ' then q. . . .,. • , · f 
. . 
_ .. _ 
,II. If _s, then not q. 
.. 















p, then s. 
not~~- then not q. 
p or ·q , then s • 
s, then not p. 
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MATaEMATICS CATEGORY ~tick only. OI:l~f 
. ----------
.._ 
0 .. Adv~n-c~d, ~athemat~cs · grade 9 ~dvanc~d Mathe~a:t.ics 
1201 ~ 
. r I ' I · ·~ .. . . -~ l>f• ., • . / ' • ' ,._r .. ' I . • • 
·2. 0 A.av~~ced _ Mathematics ~rade .9 • • "\> • / • ' to Acade~/Mathematics 
. 3.-·.·o 
4. 0 
l '2 0 3 - ' , . . : - . . 
. .... .. ··- . \ . . ' . -. 
. ... / ., .. 
Academ~c Math~at~cs grade 9 to·Advanced Mathematic~ 
1201: . 
·-.. 
Academic Mathematics gr.-4de 9 to Academic Mathematics 
·• 
1203 ........ ,~ . . 
[] Basic Mathematics grade 9 t~· Aeadernic Mathematics 
-i203 ~- (' 
·5. 
..... . 
CIRCLE THE CORRECT ~NSWER : . ;--...... ......_ 
.... 
1. ·- A a- c D \ E 14. A B c .0 
~-- , .... 
E 

















A . .a 
·A a ·A·- ·~ .. B . 
A B 
A B 
A . B 
.. 













D . 'E 
D E , 
D E 
"· : 
· D E 
D ·E" . '" .. 
D E 
D ·• · E 




0 ' ; E 
A B .c n: 
. 16. A B c D 
17. A B c D 
18 •. A 
19. A'' 




B' ·.C 0 ' 
B c D 
22. A a· c- D · 
23. ~ · - B ' ·c o. 
24. A B c ·D 
25. A ' B c D 
USE. OTHER,SIDE FOR ANY 
: ROUGH WORK 
. ' 
. 
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CDASSG GEOMETRY TEST 










Your Birthdate · --- ~- Today' s· date 





. •; .\ :' . • 
You· ~ill' hav:e 35 ;minute~ to com?l;ete . this: , . 
test. · T~ke . Y?tiri time· but,·do not 'spend too 
. 
4





· · ! ' , 
2. ·· All ~nswers should be written on 
I I . 




other . side of one of. the ."pages. 
I . 
. . 
3 •. Work on a question, even if you canno't · answer 
. it completely·, because ·partial' credit will 
I 
\ . 
I I · , J . 
4. You .may use abbreviations 
the~rems: ·j 1 , 
Q_e given. 
. . \ 






, . r 
. DO NO~ TURN THIS PAGE UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD TO OO. SO. 
. • I •· 
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- CDASSG GEOME~~y TEST • 
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l • . Write statements and reasons to complete thfs pt;pof • 








• AB = AC 
PROVE: · c!1 bisects l. ACD 
· · Statements 
1. : .. n ~~~ Cit : 
2 • l B ~ .!. BCD • . 





_· f . 
>1.• f .. • -
Ba~e- :·~~les of an iso_celes .. 
tr1anqle are congruent ·. (equal · 





Tr"ansitive property· or substitution ,./ 
... . 
Stateinent: If a line passes through the midpoints of · 
two 'sides of a tr~angle, it_ is n;:tr;~l 1 ,.._, ._,.. 
the· third side of ~hat· triangle. \· 
- Suppose you wished t:o prove the above statement. In 
the .«pace provi~ed: . 
-_, 1: .• 
2. 
•• 
Draw and label a figure·. 
Write, in .terms of your figure, what 
what is to be. proved. 
F.IGURE: \ . I 
• 
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.. ' .... . --..... ---~--·---~---·- -- ·· ..... -........ --- ---------:-.:.,.---.,-- - -~-
f . .. •• 
, _ .. 
,· ;.'.'.··_, . . -. .· ... 
' • ·: ... .. .. ~J .' . .. . . . . 
. ~ .. . . 
4 • • '• . : I.. ' 
--~·!.__.._......,_..,.....;.. ____ ~ ....... ~""~ ... ~~~--n-.. .... ...-.--..)<f!" ..... --......__~: ... _ . . .. 1~· 









































































I ·- ,. . • .t'j .· .,. · Write this proof in the space provided. 
- ~l . . ., . ~ \ 
GIVEN: · M is ·the ~dpo_in~ of. Aii.-. 
M is· 'the nli'Cipoint o·f CJ? • 
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1. ~ "'\, ;, 
·4.-. writ.e this· prgaf in th~ fpace provided.~>: ·,, ~ 
.. ... . . 
.. 
•· ' 
.GIVEN: Quadrilateral HIJK 
.., . ;,._ . 
HI· = IJ~ •. . - .• 
.··, ..... -· ,. 
IJ = JK 
PROVE: \ I. I ~ LK , 
. . \ 
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·s. Here is the theorem you have had. Compl~te its proof · 
·.in. the space provided. r 
. 









,·· ~ ~ 
. . .. 
' · '· . ~ :, .·· 




GO ON TO THE N~T PAGE. 
',.. I) 
GIVEN-: ABCD is . a -rectangle •. 
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. . 'th' . . ./ f -GIVEN~ D 1 \ e · m1dpo1n/t o BC. 
.ll -; ··L2 
\ i 
DE ;l D\ I 
PROVE: /).ABC :is'\ isosceles • 
. I 
\ '1 .\-L .. I 
. \ . I 
\ ! 
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TO PRE~IOUS 
LAST PAGE .• 
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\ 0 \ -
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GRADING POLICY AND GRADING . 
·, 
CRITERIA FOR EACH PROOF ITEM 
(Adopted in: part from Senk, 1983) 
.. 
.. ' ~. . •. 
., . 


































i . .. 
·.:·. 
-· 
" • f 
• 
• • • • ·~ .. ' ' I ,.._ • 
l ' 
• 
CDASSG Proo' Tests--Gradi~g,Policy 
• 4 
The following is .tlie grading poiic~ for the {proof items as 
stated by Senk and Usiskin (1981)~ 
E'acb item on the tests is gr~ded ;\i. Scale fr.om 0 to 4, 
Item 1: "The grade is the number of blanks correctly 
•• · completed. · 
• • 
. ... 
Item 2: The grade-is given as . follo~s: 2 po~nts for 
gi_~en.; 1 point for "to prove''; 1· point for · 
figure. · .: · . t · .. 
. · .. 
;I~ems 3-6: . -The. followj.ng broad criteria (from John A •. 
Malone .e·t al., "Measuring Problem Solving . 
Ability," in Problem Solvin~ in School . 
Mathematics, edi~ed by Step en Krulik and 





'Council of Teachers -and Mathematics, Reston, 
VA: NCTM, 1980) are being·applied. 
a 
Solution Sta~e . 
Nonconunencement 
The student is unabie to begin the 




The stud~nt approaches the problem with meaning-, 
(ul work, indicating some understanding of the 
problem; but an early impasse is reached. ~ 
2 Substance 
Sufficient detail demonstrates that the student 
has proceeded toward a rational solution, but 
major errors 0~1 misinterpretations obstruct the 
' ·correct soluti~n precess. · 
3 Result · . ,.. ..~ 
4 
. 
· The problem is very n~~rly solved; minor erro~s 
·produce. an invalid final solution. 
. . . 
.. 
•1 . 
(:ompletion . . 
An appropriate metq~d is appliej to .yieid a 
valid solution.· . . .1 · 






. 'l·· ' 
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' . . ; / • • ' .: . }' . ' . ' .. . • . • ~ . • ·' _. •' • • • .,r, ) 
... ; ~ .•.  •';'~ .· -,·· ~:. ,.,.._ .. ,_./, ~-~,-~~ . / . :' . ' ~ ~ ,' . .' ' . ·.' . · .. ·.. .. 
' • 7 -~ ' ;, ~"''-"' -•·~- w• ., .. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,, _. • •• •·-~••--• ~-·~"•'• ·r- ·" •"• • ·- ·-- ' ,. ,__,._ "'• ' • r ·-··• - •--:- - -•· .. 





~ ·· ~ - _ ....... --..-..-
.. 









The followirlg grading · conv~ntions a.re. adopt~d froirt-~nk ' 
. {1983): 
ALL 'ITEMS 
1. There is no penalty for .. 
a. spe-lling errou. . .. -,. 
· · b. . · art, poetry or other comments. • , . 1•. · _· ) 
. c. misusing or i~Jhoring . t~e distin·ct.ions between · · 
. . • . (1) · congruenc-~ and equality 
( 2) an angle and its ·measure. · 
(3) a theorem. and a postulate. 
{4) notation .for segment, · line, ray .or length of 
a -secjrnent. • 
. ,. 
2. · There will be penal tie~s fo.r 
·.99 
a. errors /~~-n .not?tlon_) sue;:~ ~s 
(1,) narn~ng an -angle by 1tS' vertex, when three le:t~ers 
are necessaty. ' . . .' : . ·.. . ' '· 
( 2 )/ writing vertices 1n non-corresponding ordeii in . 
/ statement.s ·abo.ut similarity or· congruence •. · ~ · 
,(3} failing·to wr~te whether· three let~ers ·indicate · 
.an angle or a ·triangle, .e.g·.; ABc·-;;' XYZ~ DO 
NOT PENALIZE student if she/he forge~s symbol 
only once in a statement., e.g. , 4ABC ~· XYZ. · 
b. errors in '·vocabu'!ary or ' names of therems, such· as . 
(1) . calling an ang~e pair . supplementary . instead 'of' 
complementary. · · . . . · · · · · . ,: · 
(2) giving as alreas.on "// lines~~ alt •. · int.~ .. 
·;. 's" instead ·of "=alt.: int~ ~·s-:. II lines." · 
. c. ·~rithmetic or. algebraic errors·. · · 




~ · : 
~ . 
' j. ' 
. . ; --
. ~ 
' • 1 . :::::: 
: t 







. ' . . 1 
. 4 . 
. f 










. ~ ' . .) . . 
·3 1Q~A , student will n~t be penalized· mor~ 
'. 
·j ' ·~ ' ' • • I •' than once per ··item. , . . 





I ' • 
. . , 
··- · 
'. 
1 • If th~ figure. is topological+Y cor~ect~ ,give 1 point. 
~~~~~~vi~- lab~ls ~.i~~ be. ~augh~ 'tlhe~ grading ~.IV~N ·a~d .. ··. 
t : 
r . • . 
. j I ' • I 
.... ····., .. 
' .• . . . . . .~ 
. .. ' .. . 
, • • · .• I . . 
. , I 
·r .. ' ' 
,. ' 
I 
2. Give 1 of 2 possible .points for the GIVEN if . st~c.i~nt . . .. ' '! · · • 
has gotten pa:z:-t, ' bu~ not all, of. the. hypothesis . c~rre~t . ' 
..! • 
















. ~ . . . 
. ' . • . ·. 
. Grciciing Conventiom3' (Cont" d) · 
.. 
.. 
• IT-~S 3 to __ 6 
. • • .• a . .. • .. 
. 
A • • • 
-~ . ': 
'· '· 




. ...... . 
- ~·· . : 
. ; 
' ..,. . , . 
. . ."1· •. · . A $tudent Is score wi.ll. no't' b. e i'nfluen~d. by*· ~ . ! . • 
. . 
. . ' 
.. : · .. . a.: ... ma't:Jcts·-·made ·on_ the diagr~ •. ' .; __ ·" · · . . J . . 
· -· p. 1 ·whether or -not the GIVEN was .resta'tedf 
. . . 
· ... 
: . ~ 
. .· 'l• • • 0. . .. 
. . 
,. , ', . 
.. 
, ' . ' 
; . \· . 
1· .. 2. Fo~ · geo~et~~- pr~~fs; error-s~· ·~n --l~gi~al r~~-~o.~irig . a4 ;.: .. '· ~~:· _· :~ 
I. ' c' :major errors; : errors- in notation;. vociabular.y·, .. ' names . . ·.:···. :: :', .•· .' ' . . 
· If re·a:sons,. arithmetic .. or algebra are . minor · errors. · , · · · . . . o, · · · · ··. r~ -- ... .. i . . s~~G>ific ~~ .. mp~~. ·~~.c~iQihi;- ;,ach .. ~~or~ iu:-e;. : ' . ' i :'~ ·::. : : :>: :::· 
t •· ~ ·· ·. • .• • • o -:-7{tudenti 'wt.r~_s ~~thing',-'. ·wr.itep·o~ly ~e giv~n; ~o~ ... -. · . :. ·:.-· ,. .... -~ .. ~ "'· .> · - :. 
• · · ···• .. . · . · -~~~s -i,nvalid · or · useless ·.deduc.tions • . ' . \ · · ·• . : . :·. · .', . ·. ;-, ·.. ·• 
. · . •. • · ·· · : ... ~ . . ·' .'.'1 > ~-Jud~wt'i·~~s _at· _l·e~st·: i _ :·.u~~:f~l· ~al~d· ;~ed~c~.i~n : ... ·.· · , .. . .... . ·. - · :L~· .. <· . 
.1.. . . f ~_reason . . . . · . . . · . .. . . . . . . · · ·· .. 
. ·:.- . ,· .: .. ·. ··:.. 2·'_: stude.nt' ~·ith~r . .•. . . •, . . . _: .. .. \ \ . ·. . . . . . . . . . .. 







' • •, , • ' ' ' c .. 0 • • ' ' . . 
•' l .. 
·: .. ~ . ;,l .. ,. ~ 
I ' I J I I I 
' .\ .· 
I 
, o· , .·,· · 
. ' . 
.. 
.• 
. a •. deduc'ts .. app;roxiniatefy_· half the. st~ps .-neces~~ry 
6· : · fo.r a vali~· _proof., al)~ .th~n either s 'tops .or:-: . .- . 
I' , ,I • 
1 
• Writes irr~l~van.~ 0~· .Jn6or;rect ' . irtfo~ati_on 
thereafter, · · · · .:·. , 
:?of b ~· ~rites a coipplet~ ~roof in' which the last · hal{ 
is ."d:>rrect~. but in 'which an· ·early . st~p c~ntail)~ 
. an. er;ror in 'logical real\.oning ~ . . . . ._. ·.' · . 
. ( 3 - . stud~'nt. .. Wri te.s. a ,proof · in whicil all steps follow · . ~_,. , 
logically f7bl the p~e~io~s ones~ but,in ~~ich · ~ ·. 
.• . 
. there ar~ · m1.nor erro~s. . • · . . . . · ~ . • • 
('- • ' ,' \ : • ' I .., ,, • • , ,. ~ 
4 -·student :writes a valid. proof With at most.\one err.Qr · 
. in ·nr~at.ion. . More· 't .han one . error. ~·in ··notation,·: .or : 
· even one error in the · name of a fl.gure •or reason , 
· • . .... '\ ~ · will-lower score ' to a 3. ··• · · • · · ... ' · 
. .. { ~ ·. ' ' . ' 
:. ~- · · ... . ·· .. ~ ·4·. ·- ~~aders.wil~'ha~e to'"be•sensitiv~ ~to . ~urtai~~~b, i.e.~, · .,; 
' . . ·. : . . s~ipping s:teps wili no't automatically result in a. aower-7\ . 
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.. . . 
~· ... i · 
· . ... . 
••• 
. · ~ 
· · ·statements 
2. 











. , . 
· Reasons 
. . .. . 




" :Baa·e angles of an i.sosceles 
triangle are congruent ·~ 
(equal ·in measure)·.' .,~ ·. 
. 
Transitive property or .' 
substitution . 
Definition of .angle bisector. 
,·_, . 1/f 6 • . / 
-....,....--...:.---
: - . . 
·· Giadlng criter1a 
W" '-.f· -· ,The grade _ ~~ .the . number of· .blanks, correc:'tly: completed. 
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·, .A ; 
Item 2. · 
• 
. .• 
. . . . . ~ 
• ~- ..... a.&. ....... -·,,.,.,~~--....__._.,---- ·-~ --·'""" ---·- .. -----~·-~- --- -·· r. ·. '· '. · .' . 
... .. , 
.... 
Criter!a for Grading Proofs 
. . . ~ 
. . 
'I . 
' • .. Jo • • j I 
·stateme·nt: . . If a line · passes throuqb the·. midpoints 
. . ' - ~ . ,:· of' two sides of a triangle·, ·it is 
_; · .. · · ·.; . . .' • . 'parallel te- the· third · side'-'of · thtft 
· .:. · ." ·· triangle·. . . · ·1 ' _, .... · •· 
.._ __ ..,.··-· ·_· _·;...· ___ ...;1 __ ~ __ ;...· ___ ..,....;.__,.__...:: ... ___! __ . ____ _.._ ~-
. .. . 
1 
·. t 
. l . 
. .. 
. . ... . · .. .. ·.· . ... 
Suppose ·you wished to prove the above sta~em~n.t ,~ , ·.: ,·.: : .... ~ .f 
In· the space_ provided: _, ·· · · .: 1 
1. .)~raw, ~n·d -~~e~: a -~iqure. _ , .' .'::: ~·· ·.: ·:-:!~· :.j:: .. . , ! 
~ · :2. :. · ~x:~·~fi,: ~ .'l-n :'.;t~rms df . yo\lr ~:~gure, . ~~-~t ·.~ ·~:::· :~:iy~~ -~- ._ ., ' 
and .whAt· . is· ··.tQ R_e pro-fed. . . . · .·. ~ - · · .. \ . .. - . . . · ·.·' 
, I. !: t~~: - · ~ ~- : ~ )· . '':: :· "} .. ,;. ~ .: .....,.  . : . '"': -.-. ' .;: ' : ~:! .. ·:~ _;;.·~: ·.:· -~- . · ... ·: · .. -~ \· 
"FIGURE~ ·· ·;·_·! ,,~:; r GIVEN• , ·· ; _' , · ,.· ... ; . . .'<.'· • 
. ~~~. · . :: · .~~.1'/r!;/ :: i:,: ·~ : ,;~!/.;);·(\.:·:: ,:,~:::f~T~··.: ;Mr ·~, : .. : /: ..:.·.: . / .. :> .. ; ~ \1· ..· · · 
I . ', · • • .• Do'NoT PROVE . THE ·'~STATEMENT .. ~ -.'(GO ON·:'l'O ':THE NEXT P~GE. ··: . . 
......  ~ : :·· · >) ::· :;· ... ·:·. · •·:· ... · . :' : · -~ :~ r>· .. ·.:, .. · .. · ,)~ . . ;~ .. · · ! 
- ci~ading ·· ctiteri:a · , .. 0 .: . . :.: : .. : ~ ~).:,:): .·.;·.··.:: ... ; ~~, _ .·.- , .. ,._..'_'. ~ ·:; 
I .. ' . : . , ' ! t, •. • • • . ' • ~ ;. I ."' ' - . . ' \ ' . · •. It . . , .. tr • ' I ~· f ; f ... ' •; 0 [ : ~ 
a)' · ·FIGURE · (:1 point) : If figure is . topq~og~cally correct j . . , .. ,.j 
, ) · . , give 1 -point: 'ficjure :must ~lso be· 
.. : > ... l~beled,.~,_. .;. · 't 
•• • t 
· b) :l,.:T.o ·PROVE (1 poir{t): · If · ~t~ted corr~~·fty.,' i:r;ve 1 point. 
• ' • • • , • • ' I ' ? 
I o:• /1 •. , '; ' • • 
c) GIVSN . (2 points): {1) ·.If stated as AD: =· DB and 
' AE = EC ' rather .than D is the 








'I ' . ; 
·; . 
.. 
'· ~ . 
. ' ' •' 1 
: z •. "' ' r' ' 
. '· '.·· 
· ... m;i,.dpoint of .AC, ·no points-
'awarded. · · (This 'was considered 
· an interpretation 'of the given.) 
(ii) ~f stated. as· D -~nd E are , 
midpoints (not mentionin~ 'the 
.· . 'I 
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·' . . 







1, • ,. 
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I·,, .. \ • 
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' · ~ ' I 
I ,~ 11 I • 
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r I • \ 
; . 
' I, ·.~·'' . I 
I ' • 
: • 
' ~ . 
; ol I • 
. '• . .. 
•' 
. ·~ ·. 
/ . 
,,, '\ 
·, ... · .
. 'r .~ .. ' 
~ : . ' . 
. 
. · ' ,. 
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. __> 
' \ 
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\ 
-Item 3. 
i ' . 
-<.; 
-~ - tt· 
'( .. ., . ; . . 
"' • J· •. ... - , . 
. . . . 
. . 
... ... r;- ; 
.. 
. . ..: 
· Criteria -for Grading Proofs 
\ 
' \ 
Write•this proof· in the space pro-vid~d. 
GIVEN: . M is the mi,dpoin~ of AJi\ ~· . 
M 'is., the midpoint of Co. "-
" ... ,'>- ~ . 
· PROVE: b,ACM ~ ~ BDM 
D 









· -. · ~ .& 
' · ' 
. r. , 
. : · •• ' l ., 
' •' . 
' • 
.. 
' \ } ... 
• 
.. . , 
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~: , 








:- .~ b) 









CM = 'DM 
}.• ' I 
• t . 
' f , I 
• . I ~.:. o I 
.:~. t2 .... 
i 




with· correct reason · 
- {- '. 






I ' \ . . 
--.. .. 
wi~h- -c9~rect r.easons ·: .bf 




i ' .• ·• '-" . .. ,• 
·3 . 
• • .. (I 
Efth'er -:a -~.v~lid proof witn . ~in,or. ~rrors · s~ch . ·· 
as l~tters of the vertical ~ngled per.muted . -· .,• 
. " 
,. ' 
.. .. ~ 
~ ' . 
t , • • 
. ,_, or mor,~ :.t~att; _one irrelevant', .. · b~-~ correct, . 
' .. 
·· statement1' or AM • BM, CM -• DM and 
AAcM_;; ·A_BDM py. ·sAs, ·witho,ut_ .. ·m~ntio.ning the 
vertic~l. ang_.les. · .. . , ' 
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Cri ter.ia for Grading Proofs 
Item ·4 •. Write this proof in ' the sp~ce provided. 
/' 
GIVEN: Quadrilateral HIJK 
• HI = HK 
; IJ . .,. J~ 
.. 
'PROVE: L I ~ LK 
K 
\ \ . 
, · 
.. . 
• • f 




1.• Congruent 'l'riang~·es' Stra~egy I ·' 
Respo~~.e . 1·~ a) Using in~ (not necessar·y tQ draw it) J, '. 
or. 
Using line ·J8 with jH ~ jft and correct· reason 
Score 
a) l 
b) Using line. Jii and ~IJH =A KJH anci· correct reason b) 2 
l ' ~ 
c) Using· li'ne JH' with either c) 3 . 
\• . 
(i~ •. AIJH ~ AKJH} . with ·correct r~a'sons 
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-
, · ._.,,,:""I ' Criteria for Gradin,q Proofs 
!· 
Item 4. Write this preof in th~ space provided. 
. GIVEN: Quadri~ateral HIJK 
• 
HI = HK 
IJ = JK 
. \ 
I ~1 :~ LK • . PROVE: 
. .., . l: I< ·' 
" 
' 
- .J'~. Angle Addition 
' · , . . : Response H score 











Usi,ng ' line IK and stating A IJK and AIHK 
.are· isosceles with correct reasons. 
. . 
Using line IK and stating base angles 
are congruent with corFect reasons. 
i.·e. ~JIK = ~JKI 
~HIK = ~HKI 
Using line IK with:· 
~ ~ JIK *= ~JKI ] with. -' HIK = "'HKI correct ~ JIK ~H-IK = ~ U'KI + ..t.HKI ·. reasons 
\ ' 
Using line 1K with: · 
JIK a~ JKI 
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'criteria for Grading ~roofs 
Here is .a theorem you have had. Complete its 
proof in the space p~ovided~ 
Theorem: The diagonals of a rectangle are 
congruent. 
FIGURE: 
A · 0 




PROOF! TO. PROVE: AC ~ BD 
.. 
' .. 





' ·1 one · corr~ct deduction about sides or right 
,angles with reason;. or two correct . , 
deductions with "almos~ corre_ct" reasons 
any one of (l) - (3) below ' 
(1) two correct deductions, . one about 
ll! sides, the other about consecutive . , 
right angles, with reasons 
(2) 2 non-overlapping right A's = by SAS, 
followed by ~ diagonals by CPCTC 
/ 
(·3 > · 2 over lappir(q right A.• s ~ by faulty 
. reasoning followed by .= diagona~s by 
CPCTC . 
c) overlapping A's ~ via correct reasoning, .. 
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Criteria for Grading Proofs 
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Item 6 • . Wr~te this proof in .the space provided. ·' 
... 
.. 
\ 'GIVEN: D is the midpoint of Be •. 
. ~ I 
-: PROVE: A ABC is isosceles. ~ A 
t ' 
· · - . £ _ F· . 
' . 




a) BD = co wi i.h correct reason .·-a,. ··1 . 
I • • o ; 
b) (i) ll EBD ~A FCD. with correct reasons . b) 2 
I 
{ii) -~- ] or BD = CD · • 
/.B .~ ~c .. · - · with anly one incorrect reason 
·~ABC is ··isoSceles 
' 
c) (i) iffi = .CD · ] c) 3 
~;:a .:= ~c with correct reasons 
.AABC is , isosceles 'l · 
--' {ii) AdD ;: liFCD . .. · J 'or . . 
~ 
..lB ~~c · with correct reasons 
... 
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.· 
BEHAVIORS AT EACH VAN HIELE LEvEL 
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'"\ . .). 
_BEHAVIORS 'AT. ~CH VAN H~E~E . LEVEL 
(Usiskin, 1982, pp. 9-12) 
109. 
"\ \ . I 
i.Level 1 (their base level, level 0) 
' . ' (P.M., 1958-59) 
1. 
2. 
"F_igures are judged according to their appeare1nce." 
"A child recognize~ a rectangle by _ its form, shap~ ~ 
. ' 3. - ••• and the rectangle .s~ems· different .. to him 'from 
a square~" . · . · -
. ' 
4 o 11Wh~m .One haS Sh_OWD tO a Chiid Of SiX; a SiX year Old 
child, what a . rhombus .is, what a rectangle is, what a 
square is~, what a' par'allelogram is, he is able .to 
produce those figures' without ·error on a -. geoboard of ·. 
· Gattegno, even in difficuli;:. situat.ions. 11 • 
5. · ".A child · does not recognize · a parallelogram in a 
rhombus." 
6 . ·, "The rhombus is not a parallelogram. · · The rhombus 
appears 
8 
.... as something quite different .• " ) 
I 
l_·____, (P.M.. 1968) • . ~- . L ... 
----- ----·~.......:....:7-.----!!When- one- says ·what one calls . a quadrilateral whose . 
_four sides are equall a rhomf:)us 'this statement will not 
be enough to convince the beginning student (from which 
' I deduce that this is his l~vel 0) that the parallel-
ograms . which he calls squar~s are part ·Of .the set of . 








(P:~. r -19-79) . .... 
8. (on ·a question involving recognition of a til~ed sqdare. 
as . a square)_· ''basic level, because .you ca~tsee it." 
Levei 2 (the~r. first level) 
. (P.M., ' 1957) ) ) 
1. "He is able to associate the.name . 'isosceles. triangle' 
with a specific triangle, knowing that two o.f its sides 
are equal, and draw the subsequent conclusion that the 
two corresponding angles are -equal." · 
.. 
. . . 
























I ! . 




•' . ~ 
., I "•' " . 
. /. 
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Level 2 (cont.) ·· \ 
I • . (Dina, 19~7; P.M. &nd Dina,\ 1958) 
. . I 
2. ". . • a pupil who ~ows the properties of the -rhombus 
and can name th~, ill \also have a basic understanding ~ 
of the isosceles 'ti; · angle = semirhombus. 11 • • 
- / -- I . . . -
3. "The figures are the supports (lit. 1 supports 1 in French) 
of th~ir pro·pertJ_.e's. " \ . _ . . 
4. "That a figur~s a rect~ngle slg~ifies that it has four 
right angles, it is a rec;rtangle, even if the figure ls 
not traced · very careful!~. "· · 
I . 
5. "The figures are identifijed by their propert·ies; (E.q.) 
If one is told that t~e ~igure ~raceq on the blackboard 
possesses four right ~nglrs, it .is- a rectangle, - even if 
the ·figure . is n~t .traced yery care~ully. ~· . . : · 
. 6. "The pr~perties are~ not y~\ t . otganized in such a way that 
a square is identified as 'being a rectangle .• " 
.., . .. . . , 
. . 
. , ,' 
. . 
(P.M. 1 1959) . .1 • . ' ' 
· 7. "The c~ild ·l~arns to see ~e rhombus . as an equilateral 
quadrangle with identical bppose~ angles and inter-
perpendicular diagonals that bisect both ea·ch other· 'and 
the angle.s. : _ \ .. · t 
" . 8. (a m~dd~eground between th~s and the next level) "Once 
the child gets to the stag~ where it k~ows the rhombus 
and recognizes 'the isoceles triangle for a· semi-rhombus, 
it will also be able to determine offhand a certain 
number of properties ot' th~ equilater~l .triangle." . . 
. . I . • 
.9. "O-nce it has been decided that a structure is an 
'isosceles triangle' the ch1 ld will also know that. a 
.certain number of governing \. pr~perti~s must be. present,· 
wi thou:t having to memorize them in tb.is special case . " 
. • . ' • l \ ' 
" \ . 
(~.M., 1976} 
10. "The inverse of a function still belongs to the first 
thought level." 
. . ~ . ~ 
11. "Resemblance, rules of probability, powers, equations ; 
functions, · revelations, sets-with these· you. can go from 
zerO tO :the first ·thought level. II 
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Level 3 (their second level) · 
(Dina, 1957) 
1. "Pupils .• • • 
in geometry. 
thinking." 
can understand ,what. is meant by 'proof' 




2~ "He can manipulate the interrelatedness of the char-
acteristics Qf· ·geometric patterns." 





on the strength of general congruence 
he ,'is able to deduce the equality of angles 
segments qf specific figures." 
(P.M., 19S8-59) . 
. . 
4 ••. "-The properties· are ordel'ed · ( 1 t. • ordonnent • ) • . They 
are· deduced · from each other: one property precedes or 
follows another p~operty. " ·· • · · "' 
.. . ' .. . 
s. "The intrinsiq significance of deduction is not 
understood by the .student." · 
.. . -' 
· 6. "The square is recognized as being a rectangle because 
• at this level definitions of ~figures .come into play. " 
. - ~ . ·.::.~~ ...... 
(P.M., 1959) • 
7. ~The Qhild. ~. (will) recogniz~ the -rhombus by means 
of certain of its properties, ••• · be.cause, e.g., it 
is a ·quadrangle who.se diagonals bisect . eack other 
perpendicular.ly." · / . . 
. . 
a. "It (the child) is not capable of studyfng ·geometry 
-1n the strictest sense of the word." 1 •. . 
9. "The· child khows how to reason ln accordance with a 
deductive logical system • • •. this is not however, 
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Level 3 (cont.) 
(P.M., 1976) - .. . .,. I , 
10. ".The question about whether·~ ·the· inverse 'of a function 
is a function belongs 1:o 'the secona thought ~, 1e,ve1." . 
"The' J.l.nderstanding of implication, 





to the second 
(P.M~ 1 . 1978) 
12. "They . are able to understan·d .more advanced thought 
. structure, such as: 'the parallelism of the lines 
implie~according to their s£gnal character) the 
presenc of a ' saw, and therefore (according to their 
symbol! - cha'racter) equa~ity of. the alternate . · 
interio angles'." . · 
, j •• 
13. "l . (the student) ca·n ·learn a definition by heart. No 
level. I can understand that -definitions may be 
necessary: second level." 
14. " •••• you ' know what· is meant by it (the use o·f 
'some' ··and 'all') second level." 
Level 4 (their third level) 
.(P .~. , 19 57) 
. . 
112 
1. "He will ·reach the third level of--thinking when he 
starts manipulating the intrinsi c characteristics of 
relations. For example: if he can distinguish between 
a proposition and its . reverse" (sic. meaning our 
converse) 
(Dina, 1957) 
• • 2. "We can start studying a · deductive system of 
propos! tioris, i.e.· ' the way i n which' the. i n terde pe nd'e'ncy . 
of relations is effected.. Definitions and propositions 
now · c~e within the pupils' intellectual horizon ... 
3. "Parar'lelism of th•l--ines implies equality of the 
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Level 4 {cont.) j (P.M. and pina, 1958) 
4. . ' --"The pupil will be able, e.g., to distingu·i~h between 
a pr.oposi tion a.nd its. converse." 
5. 
. 
"It (is) . • • • possible to develop' an axiomatic system 




6, "The mind is occupied w~h ·. the significance of · deduction, 
of ·the conye:r::se o.f a theorem, , of 'ari axiom, of the . . •' 
conditions. necessary and. suf~icient." · 
' ' · (P~M., . l9~) ·.· . , • . . t· ~ & .: ·· .. . 
7. "0 0 0 drie · .ch1~d teil ·hitn : (tl)e ' s ·tud.ent) . that in a proof~ ' . 
it is rea11y . a ~ question of knowing whetp~t these theses 
are true or ·not, or rather .9f , the· relationship'between 
the truth of these theses a~~· of some-other~ Without , b 
their understanding such' ~elationshi~· we ca~not explain -
to the student that one has to have r ourse· to · axioms • ., . 
(L induced the level from the first p rt•o£ .this . 




Level ·s (their 'fourth leve.l) · .,. ,. 
.. 
(Dina, 1957) ... ' . . I . .. 
.1. "A comparative ~tudy o£1 the various d~ductlve . systems 
wi th_in the field of geometrical 'relations i's . • , . .. . 
reserved for those, ·.who have reached the fourth level 




. .. . ' . (P.M • . and· Dina, : 1958) · i · '\. 
.. 
2 ·• •1Finaliy at the' fourth lev~l 4 (hardly . attainable i~· . 
secondary teaching); ·logi cal thinkin9 iese~f dan bec6m.e ; · 
a · subject matter." .. . : · . . · (:J • · : 
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~ 11.4 ' 
... . . 
Le~el 5 (cont.); 
(P.M., 1958-59} 
· 4. · · 110ne doesn't · as such "questions are 'points, ,. 
. '
lines, surfaced', eta.? . • • ~igur e defined only . 
by symbols connecteq by relationships. To find, the · • ' .. ·, 
· specific meaning of the sylnbols, dne mus~t .'turn 'to lower· • 
levels "where the specific meaning of these symbols can,· · 
be seen· J:" · • · · 
. ...:... __ _  -
~' 
• ... 
~ '· . 
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